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Jackman Hunter Brings Home aud Bartlett and Kibby Camps, who has
been at his home in Farmington for a
Big Lot o f Game.
few days, is back in camp again.

R E P E A T I N G SHOT GUNS
are cheap in price, but in price only. “ Take Down ”
guns list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but
they will outshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made
of the very best materials that can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting
them to be sold at buyable prices.
&
&
f*

T his F a ll
Sportsmen have learned that it is dangerous to simply order ‘ “A good
twelve gauge shot shell” or, a “ box of 30-30 cartridges.” So they call for
Li. M C. and get the best at the same cost as other makes. C atalogues fr e e .

T H E U N I O N M E T A L L I C C A R T R I D G E CO.,

FREE—Send name and address

on

a postal

ca rd

for 164 page illustrated catalogue.
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TH E

RANGELEY

LAKES,

V ia th e P O R T L A N D & R U M F O R D F A L L S R Y .
jK,

F A V O R ITE R IFLE

Through P A R L O R C A R service du rin g the Tou rist season ,

jt

W e mail, free of charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels
and camps at all R angeley Lake Points.

P O R T L A N D & RUM FORD FA LLS R A IL W A Y ,
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.

No O t h e r M a k e of Rifle at the Price
C O M P AR ES W ITH OUR FA V O R ITE.
W ith open sights, $6. W ith target sights, $8.50.

if
The H unting District of
the G r<.at----------- — w

J. S TE V E N S A R M S & TO O L COM PANY,
N o . 155 B r o a d w a y ,
C h i c o p e e Falls, M a s s .

C A M P S

* R an g k lk y L a k e s .
Camp Bemis and Birches. Write for free cir
cular. Ca i *t . F. C. Ba r k e r , l’ rop’r, Bemis.

Kibby Tow nship.

Shooting and Fishing
In flain3,
Washington County R. R.
1 hrough Pullm an Sleepers Boston
to Calais w ith o u t change.
For Particulars, Address

M O O S E ,

Deer, Partridge,

Via R a n g e l e y ok B e m is .
Mountain View House.

and Plenty of them.

H. M. PIERCE, Prop’ r.,
Spencer, Maine.

W ashington County Railroad,
Calias,

V ia Ra n g e l e y .
York’ s Camps.

TALE.

L- on Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley v il
lage. There are ten ponds within two miles;

Here is situated a Hotel ot rare attractiveness In beautiful location for summer boarders and at the same time in close proxim ity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty
o f deer, partridge and w oodcock near the
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold
patrons year after year, the rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate time's in the
year and the table is always supplb d with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Per - water
runs to the house from a spring abo\ e. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
circular to
L. E. Bowi.EY, Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
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M aine.

FOR SPORT:
bring rod and gun to Kineo, the
heart of Maine’s best game region,
and stop at

nT.

b e a Ver

^

— IS ON LINE O F ----

K in g & B artlett
-^ V A N D ^ -

AND

BEST

Northwestern
Territory, jt

All.dealers in sporting goods handle our complete line.
Our.Complete Catalogue fu ll of valuable information upon request.

C A M P S [ H O T E L S

KINEO

HOUSE,

C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, Kineo, He,
No hay fever there. Everything
for comfort—electric lights, steam
heat, baths, telegraph and post
office, unsurpassed cuisine. Send
for handsome new Kineo booklet.
It’s free.

| What of “ Black Edward?" Just one word's good fishing in all and for hunting it can’t be
|
enintgh.
His heart’s as tender as his tales are "tuff.”
j V70T’ see it’s this way. A visit to the Range- beat. Camps neat and eacli party lias a camp
|1
ley Lake region without a litt'e run up to by themselves. I f you want to get a deer,
1
Beaver pond is as ran k a failure as half a
I pair
of scissors, or the hole of a douglu.ut come to Y ork’s Camps. Plenty of small
DEHOKNED THE HOOSE.
w i'h the dough gone Yes, “ Go ing up to
j Ed’s” is like smoking opium
lying,
or
game.
For
further
particulars,
address,
J “ warts” —it grows upon vou; and the man
j who once sets liis liappy foot on the shores of
Warden Phillips Talks About the
R. S. YORK, Prop’r, Rangeley Me.
, old
“ Beaver” is as certain to return as—as—
j well as a punched ‘ quarter.”
Increase o f Moose.
j What do you do when you get there? Most
E ustis , M e .
; people fish', others tramp those glorious old
[Special c o r r e s p o n d e n c e to the M a in e W o o d s .]
j 1 rails and just soak tlieir hearts and minds Tim Pond Camps.
, in the delights of mountain, lake and forest;
S t r a t t o n , N ov . 12, 1901.
for at Ed’s remember, we’re in the sureIf you want to go where you can slioot a
Mr. Robert Phillips of Stratton, game
enough eackwoods.
Now as to the fishing, a word or two. deer or m >ose, or if you wish for a little par warden for the entire Dead River region,
Guides talk, notwithstanding, I have never tridge shooting, address
yet found 5 and 10-pound trout plenty enough
says that moose are not, as has been
J u l ian K. V i l e s , Eustis, Me.
Eu stis , M e .
to be monotonous—never have, but the rea
Round MountainJLake Camps.
sonable man with a fair Idea of the proper The Place to Stop is at the uhillips Hotel, j many times represented,growing scarcer,
Fishing and Hunting— Trout rise to the fly j dissemination o f “ feathers” —it lie chance
e iin
Ph
vv h
mi’ e
n K
n iillin
u i p is, oElectrlc
n e m i n u tUuhls,s Wdtk bath,;
f r o m but on the contrary, are growing more
every day in the season. 2800 ft. elevation, j also to be a true sportsman, could ask noth W
Preserve or 2340 acres. No hay fever. Send : ing better.
E. B Wh o r f f , Prop’r.,
, the s ta t in .
numerous every year
Mr. Phillips
for crcu la r. Ch a s . L. Be y . Successor to
Phillips,
Me.
Within easv reach of Ed’s doors lie (even
travels in the woods a good deal and not
E dgar Sm ith & Co.
nature “ lies” up there—I wonder why?), 5 or
6 lakes in which the liy fishing is simply
only sees moose signs, but plenty of
At Fl a g s t a f f .
Lake House and Camp. Catnp is readied from “ great,” and I say this after having fished
moose.
hotel by boat. Great bunting. Moose and every damn spot in that region many times
Take “ Ell Pond,” for instance, around the
He says, “ It is poor policy to walk a
deer seen daily. S. C. D u r r e l l . Flagstaff, Me.
If so why not come to Spring Lake? One moose„dowu, for the very reason that it
“ bend among the pads,” or “ Little Island”
In D ead R iv e r R e g io n .
with a gentle ripple about sundown. Such day’s ride from Boston. Only 21 miles o f j
stirs them up in the different yards and
Hotel Blanchard.
Hunting, Fishing. J. S. incessant “ rise ” and such a run of fisli marks
D u r r e l l , Proprietor, Stratton, Me._________ that clianning little pond as the acme of ily buckboatd road. Lake3J miles long, 1J miles j starts them off
In walking a moose he
wide, surrounded by mountains covered with j goes through perhaps a dozen yards.
fishing possibilities.
R a n g e l e y La k e s ,
What is there for the “ Man behind the gut.” green woods as well filled with deer as any |
Bald Mountain Camps are right, in the region up there? Simply this. In the open season section of Maine. Our canoe trip on six miles But they are certainly on the increase.
where deer, bears, partridges and small game he can easily get all the deer the taw allows of dead water on Dead river cannot be beat- ' An old bull moose, and a big one, came
are plenty. Steamboat accommodations O. K. him, and w ill also find “ Ruffed Grouse” (i.e. en for October hunting. 'Within the past out near Stratton village a short time
“ Patridge” ) in abundance. With Moose,
parties taking this trip have seen sev- ; ago, and one came out to Flagstaff vil
Telephone at the camps. Two mails daily. Bear and Caribou the case is that of those 5 month
eral bull moose crossing the river, and bears
You’ ll get a reply right back, if you write for and 1 0 -pound trout, they do not actually ire quite plenty in this section. Our camps lage the other day. Yeu, I see moose
“ hang around the door yards.”
are warm and well furnished. Our table is very often and have known they were
free circular to
A mos E l l is , P rop’ r,
How do y<>u get to Beaver Pond?—thus. first-class and our guides cannot be beaten. ;
Game is
Haines Landing, Maine.
The total of 27 miles from Rangeley Village is We shall be pleased to correspond with you increasing for several years.
all right but fish are what need better
now covered by backboard to Kennebago and furnish references if desired.
B e l g r ad e L a k e s , m e .
Lake, thence by steamer down that beautiful
JOHN B. CARVILLE, Stratton, Me. • 1 protection now. So many lumbermen
The Belgrade. The best sportsman’s hotel in sheet of water, a very pleasant break In tlie
. m __ has*
ass fishing journey, 1 hence by buckboard again, direct
are on the streams and take out thou
New England. The best mack
Ch as . A. Hi l l , M’g’r.
in the world.
sands every year, that this is one reason
to Ed’s Camps on Beaver Pond. The roads
already good are constantly being bettered,
why they are growing less.” Mr. Phil
H a n o v e r , Ma in e ,
and ladies and children can now with perfect
lips is much interested in the ilsu and
Indian Rock Camps. Where shall I go for good com fort make a journey that once meant
bird shooting this fall? will be asxed by many miles of rough ami toilsome tramping.
game of Maine and is a very entertain
a sportsman. Go to Holt’ s (’amps at Howard
At the Camps the accommodations leave The Carrabassett Spring Farm is located on
Lake and you will find plenty of deer, black nothing to be desired by those who realize t he Carrabassett river, in Jerusalem Tow n ing gentleman to listen to.
bear, w oodcock and partridges. Nice new that this is the “ Backwoods” and not “ Broad ship, Franklin county, Maine, nine miles
George A. Webster of Dover, N. H.,
■camps and first-class table. Write for circu way.” The cabins are clean, roomy, and from Kingfleld. Carrabassett can be reached has taken his two deer this fall.
He
lars and terms.
W. C. Hot.t , Proprietor,
thoroughly comfortable, beds and table ex by boat or rail from Boston to Portland,
Hanover. Me.
cellent, (and most of the food at least eatable) Maine Central railroad, from Portland to shot one on Poplar hill near Bigelow,
while the proprietor—i. e., the “ Old Man,” is Farmington, Sandy River, Franklin & Me- which weighed 150 pounds.
He shot
F o rk s, m e .
_
, a happy combination of kindliness and pleas gantic railroad from Farmington to Carra his second one at Eustis Nov. 0.
This
bassett. In the hunting season, we will
Moxie Pond, 23 miles from Bingham. Good ing llet ion.
road. M oose and deer plenty. Small game 111
The first step for those who would like to guarantee that the hunter eau find deer and was a line buck with 18 points and
abundance. Excellent accom m odations for see for themselves how much actual truth wild game as plenty in this vicinity, as any weighed 250 pounds. His guides were
where in Maine. Wild deer can be seen
ladies. W rite for circulars
there is in all of the above, is to address
quite often from the house, and the hunter John W. Sylvester and Davis Moody.
C. M. JoNKS, The Forks, Me.
Ed G r a n t & Son , Beaver Pond, Maine,
does not have to buck-board or stage it a Mr. Webster is a very
enthusiastic
and then “ wait ’til something drops.”
rod, as the depot is very near the house A sportsman and is much taken with the
P h il l ip s M a in e
very objectionable feature to many elderly
W RITTEN BY FRANCIS I. MAULE, 402 SANSOM STR E E T, PHILADELPHIA.
Comfort Cottage affords the pleasures of
people, those who are not strong, and ladies, woods of Maine, also with the M a in e
country lift* Avlth some of the city con ven 
is the many miles oi staging ana buck-board W o o d s .
Co n v e n ie n t from r a n g e l e y .
iences. I furnish well cooked food, vege
ing, which they are obliged to take at many
tables in their season, the best o f milk, Camp Among The Clouds. Excellent hunting places; here it is avoided. Ladles can ac
Edgar Hinds of Stratton caught a fawn
cream and butter, and pure water. There is and fishing. Good accommodations. Take company their husbands, and hunt, fish, and last June which weighed 20 pounds.
here the best brook fishing and the carriage your own cook. Inquire of
rest as they please. There are two trains It was fed on milk and hay.
It died
drives are rem arkable for mountain scenery.
daily, one mail, arriving at Carrabassett
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
prices, $2.00 a day; $10 a w eek; $7.00 a week
Telephone and post office In the house. A last week and would weigh 100 pounds.
for the summer.
Mr s . W. E. M i l l e t t .
new and substantial cabin has been built on It became as tame as a cosset and could
On M ooseloo km egu ntic LAKE.
Phillips, Me.
_________
the shore of Redington pond two miles be led anywhere.
Mooselookmeguntic House,
from the farm house, where large game
Offers excellent accom odations to hunters. abound. For further particulars address,
A. L. Savage made two straight shots
On P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R a il r o a d .
Game in abundance. Deer and partridges
A. P. W in g , Carrabassett, Me. or, C. G. at a moose two years ago and took off
RedingtoniHouse.
seen every day. The place for fall shooting. Sm it h , 38 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.
an antler close to the head at each shot.
—Good accom modations. Unsurpassed bear, Address, from November until May, T hko
L. Pa g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington,
Seer, part ridge and w oodcock shooting.
A1 says he shall have a moose, horns
Knapsacks
for
Sportsmen
D.C. A fter May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
W. E. M il l e t t , Post Office. Phillips, Me.
and all, this year.
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Are You Going Hunting ?

W ILD C AM E

L e w is t o n , M a in e .
Hotel Atwood, opposite Lower Maine Central
R. R. station. Thoroughly renovated, re
furnished, new proprietor. All modern
conveniences. First-class table, cosy rooms.
When inJLewiston give us a call.
P. R. N e v e n s , Proprietor.
Lewiston, Maine.

SHOOTING AT K. AND B.

Mr. H. M. Pierce, proprietor of King

INCHESTER

AND

EASTERN GAME N OT

Moose Came Out o f Pushes and Birds and Deer Taken by tlie Vis
iting Sportsmen.
Watched Sportsman Slioot.

O r d e r U .M .C . A m m u n itio n

H O T E L S

N O . 14.

V ia Co l e b ro o k , N. H.
and
Guides.
Manadnock House, situated in the midst of
Snowshoes made to order and repaired,
a vast hunting region. Deer and partridges Guns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired
Chairs repaired and
in abundance. Parties met at Errol boat u p Harness repaired.
Also harness supplies.
on notice in advance. Write for circulars to bottom ed. W.
E. Tw o m b ly , Rangeley, Me
T. G. R ow an & Co.,
Colebrook, N. H.

Enjoyed Visit to Fraukiin County

Mr. C. W. Guild of Chartley, Mass.,
writes that he visited Strong, Farmington and New Vineyard this fall for the
time in four years. In Chartley he
Wood and Bamboo Rods first
has charge of the box business and can
Via R a n g e l e y .
not get away very often. While here he
made to order and repaired.
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of KenCall and see my special Rangeley Wood shot one partridge, and that was the
nebago Lake. Tlie place for deer and partri- Rod and Split Bamboo.
first time he had fired a gun since he
went to Massachusetts. Next spring he
dages. Excellent accom odations, Address,
E
.
T
.
H
O
A
R
,
intends to come down for at least two
R ich ardson B ros ., Proprietors,
Rangeley,
"
"
M a i n e . weeks to try again the excellent fishing
Kennebago, Me.

L. D. Post of New York, editor and
The hunting in his territory continues
proprietor of the Paper Mill, recently up to the mark and sportsmen can all
returned from his hunting trip near get game.
Stacyville. Mr. Post had his usual good
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. P. Moore of New
luck and took out with him two nice York, who have been here for a few
deer.
weeks’ resting and doing a little shoot
R. E. Morse, who lives on the side of ing, found plenty of birds aud partridge
Haystack mountain, does not have to go hunting was their specialty.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clark of New
far to find his game, lie has it all on
York have returned home very much
his own farm. Only a few days ago he pleased with their outing at King and
shot a good deer, a 350-pouud moose and Bartlett. Mrs. Clark shot a nice buck
a fine fox all without going off his own deer and Mr. Clark shot a doe. Joe
Knowles was their guide.
land.
Among the late arrivals in camp are
Last week Albert Mudgett and others
Mr. N. P. Proctor of Danbury, Conn.,
saw a large moose near Dixmont Centre. and friend, aud Mr. Heald of New York.
The animal was making good time in
the direction of Mount Dix.
At Lake Souidnaliunk .where the U.
ONE HE KB APIECE.
S. government have a force of three men
from Ellsworth, John HcDonald, Eu
gene Carlisle and Mr. Winslow, 100,000 Man With Muzzle-Loader Stops
fry have been taken and 631,000 fish
eggs. A temporary hatchery has been
Plowing to Shoot Beer.
constructed which one of the men keeps [Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.]
watch of by day and night. The men
P r e s q u e I s l e , Nov. 12, 1901.
will remain some time later until the
fish can be brought out of the forest by
Three
Massachusetts
hunters had a
sleds.
novel adventure last week. There was
Mr. William G. Paine of Boston, who
with some friends lias been roughing it nothing very startling or thrilling about
along the line of the Bangor & Aroos it, but was simply novel. They were on
took railroad, had a peculiar experience the Mapleton road on their way to Squa
with a moose while he was in the woods. Pan lake when they saw three deer
When they were near Stacyville, Mr.
Paine and his guide were attracted by a standing very peaceably by the side of
crashing iu the woods at some distance. the road and but a short distance away.
Shortly a big bull moose came out of The hunteis made no effort to shoot the
the bushes and stood still watching animals, hut sat in the wagon and
them while both men took aim.
j watched them. As they approached
Dr. N. E. Nichols and his guide, Joe j the deer, the beautiful creatures leisure
Ash of Jackman, have returned from a ly walked away for a few roas aud then
five weeks’ trip on the St. Johns river* |waited for tbe hunters to pass.
It is not everyone who can have the
with two moose heads, one deer head, a
sable and a hear. Dr. E. T. Flint of the good fortune to be at work and have to
same town shot a 210-pound buck last stop it for only a moment to get a deer.
Millage Craig went to his work, plowing
week.
Mr. M. Y. B. Hersom of Boston re his field last week, and took with him
turned from his hunting trip to the an old muzzle-loading shotgun. Not
Norcross region list week, taking with long after a deer came in sight and was
him two deer. He will return later to killed w'ith a single discharge of the
fowling piece.
get his moose.

A party consisting of Dr. C. I Bemis,
C. L. Jones and A. E Jones of Bangor,
returned Thursday of last week from
Grindstone where they have been hunt
ing deer.
They brought home with
them five good deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Bird of Rockland
returned from Libby’ s camps in Chester
with three deer. Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Bird of Lincoln, were also at the
same camp, and have returned home
with four deer.
Mr. N. M. Jones and his party, who
have been hunting at Wysaticook for
the past three weeks, have returned,
bringing with them one moose and
twelve deer.

BIG MOOSE SECURED.
Sportsmen From Brooklyn Carry
Home Some Fine Heads.

A String o f GoodjBucks.
Possibly the finest “ kill” oi deer
made in the Maine woods by Boston
sports was on exhibition at Wheeler’s
market on Clinton street. The animals
numbered eighteen in all and a majority
of them were bucks weighing from 210
to 245 pounds each.
The party con
sisted of Messrs. C. A.JCurrier, Lexing
ton; E. A. Norton, 30 Shirley street,
Roxbury; II. M. Munroe, Lexington; J.
N. Smart, Arlington; S. L. Noyes, Som
erville; E. A. Locke, 24 Blue Hill Ave.,
Roxbury; G. A. Vickery, Lexington; W.
F. Cobb, Allston and J. R. Mann, Arl
ington Heights. They left Boston on
the 24th of October and went to Jackman, Me., where they secured convey
ances aud penetrated to Henderson’s
camp, thirty miles further north. Only
six days were spent in gunning, but
fame was plentiful and the sport was
never better. —Boston Post.

H O T E L S

AND

Height o f a Salmon’s Leap.
A salmon can leap to a height of 20
feet. This has been demonstrated by
the fishery commissioners of Norway,
who by means of standards erected be
low waterfalls, have measured the leaps
of this agile fish.

C A M PS .[ H O T EL S
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C A M E H U N T E R ’S P A R A D I S E .
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| floose, Deer, Bear and

j

Messrs. Charles R. Brooks, John Har
per and W. R. Covefoot of Brooklyn and
Manhattan, returned from a very suc
cessful hunting trip a short time ago.
They were at Sand’s camp on the St#
Johns river, whither they came by way
of Jackman. From here they went into
the “ Burnt Land brook” district in cauoes.
Two days after going into camp, Mr.
Covefoot shot a fine moose with a
spread of 58 inches and with 20 points,
vir. Harper went a few better and
brought down a grand animal, having a
spread of 62 inches and with 24 points.
The next day Mr. Brooks brought down
a 50-inch head. They saw about forty
moose and had their pick of them.
This was Mr. Brooks’s twenty-seventh
trip to the woods. The trip was so en
tirely successful that the party is in rap
tures over it. Their guides gave the
best of satisfaction.

CAMPS
■

J*

J*

Birds in Abundance,

j

W ill Guarantee you a shot at two deer if you spend a week w ith me this fall.

s

JOSEPH H. W H IT E , E u stis, M e ., Proprietor, Biakeslee Lake Camps,

j

The Great Game Country of

NORTHWESTERN MAINE,
T H E

RANGELEY LAK ES and
DEAD RIVER REGION.
Rea che d In O n e Day f r o m B o s t o n , via:
B o s t o n & M a i n e , M a i n e Cent ral , Sandy River,
Phillips & Ra n g el ey , F r an k li n & M e g a n t i c R. Rs.
Round trip tickets for sale at all stations for all points in this
territory.

F or book and map free, address,

F . N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.
Supt. S .

R. R. R .

FLETCH ER POPE, Phillips, Me.
Gen.

M an ’ g ’ r. P. & R.

R. R.

CL M .V O S E , Klngfield, M e., Supt. F. & n . R y .
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M A IN E

2
BEAR SIGNS PLENTY.

WOODS,

NOVEMBER

"SK U N K S” TH A T FAREO HARD.

HUNTERS ON THE MOVE.

Oquossoc House to Be Remodelled “ KiiiS o f the Woodcock Hunters” Box Traps That Serve To Catch
For Next Season’s Business.
Bags Many Birds.
the Animals.
r Special correspondence to tlie Maine Woods.]
R a n g e l e y , N ov . 12, 1901.

Milton Nile shot a 230 pound buck last
George E. Richards of South Paris has
week. The deer weighed this dressed,
just returned from a successful hunting
which is the only fair way to weigh a
trip to the head waters of the Machias
deer.
river, bringing with him an elegant
Harry Quimby, Frank Porter and specimen of moose which he is having
Lorin Haley, cook, have returned from mounted by Nash of Maine.
Henry B. Foster and Dr. F. A. Bar
a trip to their camp at Beaver bog.
They are guiding W. M. Condee and H. ker have started for Bemis intending to
V. Schieren from Brooklyn, N. Y. The bring out all the deer the law allows.
Mr. Foster is an enthusiastic fox hunter
party got two good sized deer.
and has bagged five foxes and six coons
Ed Lowell, while on his trip in the so far this year.
M. W. Samson, engineer of the steam
St. Johns region this fall carried a fold
er Rockaway on Lake Pennesseewassee,
ing Eastman camera. Among the many has just returned from a hunting trip to
camping and game scenes that he got, Missouri, where he was fortunate
is one of a young calf moose which came enough to capture quite a bag of quail,
walking towards the canoe, exposing besides prairie chicken and other birds.
W. C. Gary has had splendid luck this
himself to shot after shot from the cam
fall with the wild ducks that frequent
era until he was evidently ^ithin a dis North pond.
His latest achievement
tance of twenty feet.
was to shoot two big mallards, which
are very rare in this section. He is hav
C. L. Barnden is in at Kennebago ing them mounted by Nash.
“ Shorty” Cook is the king of the
guiding C. L. Ilolmer of Waterbury,
Conn. When last heard from they had woodcock hunters, having shot 130
woodcock and 25 partridges this fall,
secured one big buck.
As this was over his dog, Sport. One of the wood
several days ago and the weather con cock weighed 8i ounces.
tinues fine it is safe to presume that
Col. W. O. Needham and M. W. Sam
they will have another before they come son have started for Stoneham to spend
out.
two weeks in camp. Both men are well
known hunters in . this section.
They
Ed Lowell and Jim Wilcox came out expect to return with two bucks apiece,
from their camp at the foot of the as deer have been reported very plenti
boulders on Kennebago stream, where ful around Stoneham this year.
Ed
they have been the past two weeks, Judkins will act as guide.
guiding a hunting party consisting of
Murch M. Bronsdon, L. M. Ferry of
Milton, Mass., and G. Aldrich of ReadWANTED GOOD HEAD.
ville. The party got their full allow
ance of deer, six in all, which they took
home with them. The beechnuts being
plenty this fall, the hunter has only to Moose Came to Camp and Waited
linger about in the open growth until
to Be Shot.
the game comes his way. Every re
turning hunting party brings tales of
[Special
correspondence
to the Maine Woods]
bear signs that they see among the
beeches. Jim Wilcox started a big one
K in e o , N ov. 9, 1901.
one morning, but the wind was treach
Messrs. Charles S. Foss, Clifton M.
erous and so dry and noisy has the
travelling been of late that a hunter is Foss and E. J. Chenery, who have been
indeed fortunate if he gets sight of one hunting around Chesuncook, have re
of these keen scented and wary beasts. turned to their homes in Portland, after
Each one of the party secured a twopoint buck.
Mr. Bronsdon had the a very much enjoyed trip into the
best buck, taking one of eight points. woods. The party was after a set of
Mr. Aldrich was next with a six-point, good heads, so did not shoot at every
and Mr. Ferry’s was four points.
The thing they came across. They saw a
gentlemen were enthusiastic over the
plenty of does, but did not want them.
trip.
Clifton Foss, 16 years of age, shot a nice
Natt Carr, after having removed froip deer. His father was with him when he
the bear which he recently shot, the made the shot, and they had to carry
bide to be made into a rug, and the the animal three miles to camp.
A short time before, Mr. Young of
tusks from its mouth to be made into
watch charms, sent the carcass, which Auburn, shot a moose while standing in
most of us would throw away, to the the door of his camp. He heard the
Boston market and got 12 cents a pound dog barking and on going out there was
for it. There is economy in hunting as a moose with 21 points taking the situa
tion in. Mr. Young ran back and
well as anything else.
grabbed his rifle. The moose did not
seem at all frightened and stood still
John J. Wilber and Elmer Snowman while the shooting act was done. The
are trapping at Kennebago. Elmer was animal dressed 850 pounds. It cost over
In town over Sunday. Thus far they $20 to get the moose to Auburn.
have been bending their energies to set
ting traps, but will soon begin to visit
them and find what they have been
INDIAN ROCK CAMPS.
catching. They have two bear traps in
localities where signs of bears are very
plentiful.
Game Dinner Served to Sports
John B. Marble has been making im
provements on the Oquossoc house. He
will enlarge it to quite an extent during
the winter. One chimney will be re
moved and a new one built. The kit
chen will occupy the place which has
hitherto been the shed, and the dining
room will extend across the building
and occupy what is now the kitchen. A
woodshed will be built and several more
sleeping rooms will be finished off on
the first and third floors. It is now his
plan to put it into first-class condition
and operate it next summer, in connec
tion with the Rangeley Lake House.
It is reported that a white deer has
lately been killed near Lincoln pond on
the Magalloway. A Frenchman coming
from there tells about seeing this white
deer that was killed “ next” week.
D. E. H e y w o o d .

A New Trout Fly.
The business done in mouse whiskers
is considerable this year, for they are
used in the making of the wonderful
new fly for fishermen—the “ new grey
gnat.” And they are expensive—nearly
2 cents per whisker. Trout rise very
much better at mouse whisker flies than
at the same “ gnat” dressed in junglecock hackies, which look very much
lik e them.—Ex.

The Champion Skunk Hunter.

men by Proprietor Holt.
[Special correspondence to the M a in e

W

o o d s.

1

H a n o v e r , N o v . 11, 1901.

Game was plenty and hunters scarce
the past week. A lot of birds have been
shot around the camp.
Last Sunday Mr. Holt got up a game
dinner for a party of twenty sportsmen
from Rumford Falls. The party was
composed of the following persons:
Stanley Bishee and wife, C. E. Howland
and wife, A. E. Morrison and wife,
Superintendent E. L. Lovejoy and wife,
j Wm. Holley and wife, Walter Morse
) and lady, A. A. Hall and wife, of Rum; ford Falls; Frank Thomas and wife, R.
|L. Melcher and wife, Andover.
There
was served for dinner venison, par
tridges, rabbits and coons. It was one
of the best dinners that Indian Rock
camp affords.
E. E. Howe and party of three from
|Lowell, Mass., went into Klondyke
Icamp last Monday afternoon after deer.
The party was headed by Doctor Solon
j Bartlett of Lowell. E. E. Howe, the
well known guide and cook, will guide
the party.
Mr. John Bacon and the well-known
sportsman, C. A. Morton of Bramford,
Conn., with A. G. Howe of Hanover,
were at Indian Rock camp last week.
Mr. Morton is a genuine sportsman and
a fine shot. We hope to see him in the
future.
A number of sportsmen from Rumford Falls will visit these camps on the
first snow. It has been very hard hunt
ing on account of the dry leaves in the
woods.

Mr. S. W. Burnham of Manchester,
lias been doing a good business this fall
hunting skunks. He has had good suc
cess, for over 100 have been killed by
him so far. In one week he killed 50.
Since the skins sell for good prices, he
GOOD STORY COMING.
is finding no fault with his luck. His
d og is a good skunk chaser, and almost
any evening they may be found out on
Abundant and All
their hunt. After the dog runs them Beechnuts
dow D , the animals are killed
with a
Kinds o f Game Plenty.
stick.
[Special correspondence to the Maine W

o o d s .]
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There’s
^ no reflection so 1
dainty, no light so
charming as the
mellow glow that
comes from

, CORDOVA
W a x C a n d le s
Prepared in meny color tints
to nermonise with earroundings in dining
room, drawing room,
t bed room or hall. Sold I
9 everywhere. Med. by A
STANDARD
J .A
S & S l.

OIL CO.

Mr. W. J. Shattuck of New York has
returned home with a fine deer. He got
a shot at a bear but it got away. He
traoed it nearly a mile by the blood
which streamed out of both sides, but
finally gave up the chase.
Mr. A. F. Donigan of Bingham had a
shot at a deer and Mr. Crowell of Oak
land got a fine deer.
The New York party that annually
comes here is due the first of the week.
There are six in the party, Mr. Henry
Holding, commissioner of Parks Moebus,
son and friend, Dr. Bailey and friend.
They will employ as guides, R. V. Ham
of Moscow, Oliver Adams and two sons
of The Forks, Harvey Givins, Tom Col
lins of Bingham and H. J. Lane. Their
luck will be chronicled in the M a in e
W oods at no late day.
This is the greatest season for game
in years. The beechnuts are very plen
ty and game very abundant.

ISOI
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S

F o r

Du Pont’s

man who w is h e s ^ ^ S
B r to hunt any kind o f game ^
* from the largest to the smallest
will find the

Skunk In a Well That Caused

j S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S

Shot Shells loaded to Order, _ _

Beast

[Special corresp ond ence to M a in e W o o d s .]
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15,

G unpow der

Young Man Trepidation.
M.
W. Harding, the Phillips barber
tells a skunk story at the expense of
Sam Farmer and Dr. Toothaker. It
occurred when Farmer kept hotel in
Phillips. He informed the Doctor one
morning that he had a skunk in a box
trap and he might shoot him. So the
Doctor got a gun and the party, includ
ing a number of sportsmen (who were
about to start for Rangeley with George
Pickens, the stage driver,) went down
back of Wilbur’s store; the Doctor got
ready to kill the game, Farmer knocked
open the trap door very cautiously and
out jumped Uncle Emery Worthley’ s
old cat.

AND

Smokeless
Powder

line complete. W e m ake all sizes o f repeating
rifles from .2 2 to .4 5 calibre, and our repeating
shotguns are the best value for the m oney ever
offered. All have the solid top action and
1 eject at the side.
Our new automatic
L recoil-operating device now furnished on J
jk
all o f our shotguns makes it the safest M
w k
breech-loading gun ever built. M A
Illustrated Catalog for 6 cts.
JK w
l T R k
The Marlin Fire Arms Co.
L
New Haven, Conn.

For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For sale by

O I*

B ird
Wanted.

L ive cu b bears. A nyon e h a v in g these ant
rna.s w ill con fer a fa v or by addressing,

J .C . Corson,

Wilton, fle.

E . I. D U P O N T de N E M O U R S & CO., W ilm ington, Delaware.

BLACK BROOK CAMPS.

E.

M . W H IT E ,

OLD T O W N , ME,

M ANUFACTURER OF

F I N E C A N V A S CANOES,
Dick Johnson, uncle of Dr. E. S.
L o c k Box 661,
Champion Hear Hunter Exchang made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im
Brattleboro, Vt.
Johnson of Farmington used to keep a
perfections and second to none in the market. A1
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made
es Deer For Hear.
grocery store in Gardiner. He set a box
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles,
Guides’ List.
trap for a skunk and the next morning
chairs, etc.
found he had him in the trap. Not
H e n r y H u g h e y , Holeb, Me. Guide to c e n 
caring to be too familiar he put the trap tral and northern Maine.
Muskrat Causes False Alarm o f
on the back end of his deliveiy wagon
H . M . B A R R E T T , W e l d , Me.
and hauled the wagon off by hand to a
Wild-Cats.
Builder o f FINE C E D A R BOATS.
MADE
HIM
SCRATCH.
convenient place near the river and
[ejp*W rite fo r p rice list and descriptive
[Special
correspondence
to
the
Maine
AVoods]
backed the wagon up close to the
C atalogue.
D e a d R i v e r , N ov . 12, 1901.
waters edge. When everything was Boy Had to Hold Hat on While
ready he kicked the trap off into the
Still the hunting season goes on and E. S . T W A D D L E ,
water; but when he kicked, the trap
He Loaded Rifle.
there are no blank days here. Bears
BOATS AND CAROES, Berry Mills, Me.
flew open and a neighbors cat jumped
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.]
have becom e alm o st as co m m on noAV as i
out and ran away. The trap went into
K i n g f i e l d , ^ ov . 12, 1901.
the deer.
the water however and floated down
Hand Made
stream.
Mr. H. II. J. Hill of Hartford, Conn.,
Mr. E. C. Stanley has gone to Bigelow
T r o u t and
is now the winning man as far as the
for a three days’ hunting trip.
Sa lm o n Flies.
C. E. Beedy of Lewiston, who is trav
Messrs. S. A. Potter and A. F. Adams bear season is concerned, shooting the
Double Snell and Hook.
Best wearing FLY made.
elling salesman for Armour & Co., lived of Lowell, Mass., and Flavus Vose of largest and finest bear got here for the
HRS. H. H. DILL, Rangeley, Halne.
in Phillips in his boyhood days and an
season
thus
far.
The
funny
part
of
it
occasional skunk would visit the farm. Kingfield have gone to Riverside cottage
is Mr. Hill lost a good deer, but gained
One morning they discovered that a hunting.
A. J. H A LEY,
big fellow was in the well.
This was
Among those that have secured a bear by it. He and his guide, Herman
not at all encouraging, but finally his de^r within a few days are Frank Harlow, were out hunting and shot a
C
o
n
t
r
a c t o r and Builder.
father went down into the well on a
deer. Just as it fell a big buck was j
ladder and after grabbing the skunk by Whitcher, Clias. Swett and Dan Cush
Years of experience
the tail carried him to the top of the man, engineer on the Franklin & Me- seen, shot at aud followed for half an J
hour or more. They gave him up and
in the Rangeley Lake
ladder in a perfectly safe position with gautic railroad.
his head down. Clarence, who was a
returned to hang up the deer they had
region in the construc
youngster, had to hold the top of the
Eugene Perry, Harold Safford and shot. What was their surprise to find
tion of cabins, cottages
ladder and he sincerely hoped that he
and hotels, which I
wouldn’ t have to touch that skunk. But Robert Saunders took a trip to Indian it nearly half eaten up and big bear
when his father got to the top of the pond a short time ago and stopped in an tracks all around. They left it as it was take pleasure in referring to as the
well he couldn’ t possibly get through old birch camp while they were doing and came home to camp, seeing another best class of work that has been
with that skunk in his hand and so some hunting. One day the other boys bear on their way, but it was too dark done in this region.
Camps and
Clarence had to take him. But it took took the rifles and w ent out leaving
cabins
a
specialty
For
further in
to
shoot
it.
The
next
morning
they
only a miDute to kill him.
Saunders at the camp with the shotgun.
Soon after, Saunders heard a partridge started out at 3 30 with a lantern for the formation apply to
drumming, and took the gun and went half eaten deer. When within about
A . J . H a l e y , Rangeley, Me.
after him.
ond-half mile they blew out their lan
HUNTERS AND TALLY-HO.
tern
and
crept
along.
When
they
came
In a short time he saw, as he went
over the ridge, a bear looking back over in sight of the place nothing was to be
Two Hunters Shot the Same his shoulder at him. The young man seen and the deer was gone. They fol
had nothing but bird shot in the gun, lowed the trail for nearly one-half a
and he was considerably shaken up with mile when Mr. Hill saw the bear finish
Moose at Caribou Bos.
When you are ready to sell
what they call fright, but he went to ing his breakfast of venison. Mr. Hill
[Special corresp on d en ce to the M a in e W o o d s ]
work and took out the shells, replacing quietly drew up his rifle and the first j
your
raw furs send them to
M il o , N ov. 12, 1901.
them with buck shot shells. He says he shot killed the bear. Mr. Hill got two j
Portland.
Good prices paid ior
C. D. W olcott of Boston, Mass., has does not know how in the world he ever deer and the record bear, while Mr. j
He was so Fuller got one fine deer, for their eight | fine mink, fox, bear, skunk tc
been hunting at Sebois lake. He found got the shells changed.
frightened that his hair stood out days’ hunt. This is their third year j
an abundance of deer there,and^also suc straight, and he had to put one hand to here.
W e refer to Miss F ly Rod
ceeded in getting a large bear w’ithin his hat to keep it on his head, while he
Dr. Guy G. Feruald of Waverly, Mass., i
L. H. S C H L O S B E R C ,
This was all who has been here for the past week j
easy range of his trusty rifle. Mr. was loading the gun.
Manufacturing Furrier,
Wolcott is much pleased with the re while he was twenty-one feet away from with a party of four, had the good luck |
the bear as a measurement afterward to shoot last Saturday, two as tine bucks !
2 FREE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
sult of h s outing.
showed.
as one needs ever to j have. He stood !
L. D. Mitchell, a well-known Maine
At any rate he loaded the barrels and right in his tracks and downed them I
lumberman, shot a very large moose fired both barrels at once and gave a both not four rods apart and could have j
got a third if he had wanted to. They !
near Patten this week. The antlers most unearthly yell. He said the dis were all bucks and were challenging j
charge staggered him some.
He did
spread about
feet, with wide blades not aim at the head but seut the shot at each other for a light. The party got j
M a i n e G u i d e s ’ Assent,
and sixteen points.
the bear and let them hit anywhere. five deer.
172 W a sh in g ton S t ,, B o sto n , Mass.
Mr. S. S. Neff and son, Clarence A. j To the registered guides o f Maine: Pass
L. C. Henderson of Boston has sent Bruin just stood there and scratched his
side
for
a
minute,
then,
thinking
the
Neff,
of
Boston,
have
been
here
the
past
your
furs through this office and I will
an English pheasant to William Cooper,
place too warm for him, went off on a wTeek. Mr. Neff got one fine deer, while protect your interests and guarantee you the
the popular Milo taxidermist, for mount run. When the other boys returned, Clarence had several good shots at what |full market value. I can send you sportsmen
in the hunting aud fishing seasons. “ One
ing. The English pheasant is a very they all went on the trail, but did not he said was a buck of over 300 pounds. good turn deserves another.”
Yours truly,
He says he rather shoot partridges than
rare bird in America and this specimen see anything of the creature.
H. Blanchard, Maine Guides’ Agent.
Mr. Sylviro Sprague and Mr. R. A. deer. But next year he is going to
attracts much attention.
shoot a deer as he expects to come for a J
W. D. McGregor of East Corinth Huse went to Carrabassett hunting, Sat good long stay.
urday. Mr. Sprague shot a nice, fat
EURO PEAN PLAN . Special Breakfast
drove down from Katahdin Iron Works doe.
Mr. David Fairchild of Bridgeport,
at 40 cts. and table d’hote cl inner 60 cts.
one day recently with a load that at
Electric Lights.
Steam Heating.
The shipments of game taken dowm Conn., who has been here the past ten
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
tracted much attention. The outfit was the Franklin & Megantic railroad and days, also got a good deer to take home.
Mr. II. Stevens of New York, who is
a tally ho with four-in-hand, and the transferred at Strong to the Sandy
here for a ten days’ hunt, has already
load was a party of hunters with four River road is as folio wts :
W. Taylor, Portland,
2 bucks downed the finest 200-pound buck that
deer. 'They made merry with horns and J.
A. R. Bates, Boston,
1 buck j has been shot here thus far this season,
flaes as they wended their way home IV. S. Hoyt, Waltham,
1
“
1and he says he doesn’ t care if he never
R. H. AVheelden, Waltham,
1
“
ward.
L.
A.
Bump,
Wilton,
i sees another deer.
1
doe
George Foss and Elmer McPherson of J. R. Jenkins, Wilton,
1
“
Messrs. E. C. Bump, Roy Furnell and
Foxcroft have just returned from Cari John Moody, Wilton,
1
“
Dr. C. F. Rowell of Wilton, are also
1
“
bou bog. They brought home a good J. D. Furnell, Wilton,
G.
H.
Starkey,
Fitchburg,
1
“
here for a two weeks’ hunt. This is
sized moose with about four feet spread W. Chapman, Fitchburg,
One Person, $1.00 per day and upward.
1 buck
their ninth annual trip.
Tno Persons, 81.50 per day and upward.
of antlers. Both fired when the game G. A. Webster, Dover, N. H.,
1
“
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
1
“
was sighted and neither can say who J. Pattinson, Boston,
Messrs. Mason H. Gray, Howard H.
tion Cars to Elm St.
W.
AY.
Tillson,
Wakefield,
1
“
shot the moose.
Wheeler
of
Cambridge,
Mass.,
and
J.
W.
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars
F. J. Clark, Farmington,
1 bear
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St.
Lewis Doble, teacher of the Milo S. R. Carsley, Kingfield,
Ronco, Fred W. l’ amon of Arlington,
1 doe, 1 buck
C’. A. JONES, P rop.
Grammar school, shot his first deer in a G. G. Fernald, Boston,
2 bucks Mass., are also here for
two weeks’
H. J. Hill, Hartford,
1 bear, 1 buck
field near his borne one morning recent D.
hunting.
This
is
the
fourth
annual
sea
Fairchild, Bridgeport,
1
“
ly. He was doing some work at the S. F. Neff, Boston,
1
doe son here for Messrs. Gray and Wheeler.
stable before breakfast, when a friend W. J. Fuller, Hartford,
1
doe
Wild excitement was caused in camp
who was visiting him saw the deer a
early one morning last week, wThen two |
short distance back of the buildings.
of the guides rushed into camp and |
Hastily running to the house Mr. Doble Game Shipped From Points on aroused everyone saying that a wild-cat
caught up his father’ s rifle, a 32, and
Phillips & Rangeley Railroad.
and a bear were having a fight just be
some cartridges, which he put in the
The game shipped from points along low the camp. All rushed out and the
magazine as he ran in the direction of
woods were full of men and rifles and
the game. The deer was crossing a the Phillips & Rangeley railroad for the what was discovered made the guides
field and our friend started to head him past week is as follows:
cast hard words against Jim Harlow,
off. His only opportunity was a long
1 deer. the cook. He had set a mink trap and
distance shot, 200 yards at least, but J. A. Roderick, Farmington,
1 buck. had a muskrat in it audit was calling for
Mr. Doble was equal to the emergency. G. Aldrich, Boston,
help. We won’ t mention who
the
He was the happiest man in Milo that L. M. Ferry, Boston,
2 “
guides were as they are two at the head
day.
The famous Knowlton Soda and
M. M. Bronsdon, Boston,
2 “
of the list, but Herman and Fred said
A, G. Brown and C. F. Hurd of Dover
they never supposed such a small ani Sulphur Springs. Situated in South
Mrs.
Florence
M.
Pierce,
came back from a short hunt near Rus
mal could make such a big noise.
Strong, Maine, about three miles
Brookline,
1 “
sell mountain with one deer.
Mr.
Mr. P. A. Rogers, one of our guides, from the picturesque little village o f
Brown’s rifle did the business.
D. C. Pierce, Brookline,
1 “
saw three moose one day last week, a Strong.
spike horn bull, cow and calf.
He had
The water from these springs is of
a chance to look them over for 20 min
Rrings Rack Old Times.
Phillips Hotel Arrivals.
exceptional purity and contains un
utes.
In sending in his subscription to
Recent arrivals at Phillips Hotel are:
Mr. C. C. Brooks left for East Wilton usual medicinal properties. A sure
M a in e W o o d s , Mr. L. B. Moody of last Monday after a sixteen weeks’ stay cure for Dyspepsia, Piles, Stomach,
Tuesday, Nov. 5. E. E. Coombs, Auburn;
Wm. E. Pease, Salem; Herbert W. Northey, Marion, Mass., says reading it set him at Ledge House and Cabins. He is not Liver and Kidney Troubles.
Salem, Mass.; F. C. Milliken, Wesley W thinking of old times when he used to sure but he will return again for a week
For circulars, analysis, testimoni
J. G. H.
Bates, L. R. Loring, Portland; F. A. Rich, A go hunting here. The first deer he ever and get another big buck.
als and any further information, ad
R. Knight, Lewiston; Geo. II. Doane, Port saw wild he killed on Wild river in
dress,
land, Mich.; D. Campbell and wife, Bangor; Gilead. Since that time he has lived
P. Richardson, Rangeley; E. O. Proctor, E. E ten years in Colorado and hunted in the
Save the Does.
Sawyer, Ayer, Mass.
Rockies, killing all kinds of game from
A suggestion made by a Boston sportWednesday, Nov. 6 . W. E. Lawless, E. E. a rabbit to a grizzly.
man is at least worthy of consideration,
Coombs, Auburn; J. H. Byron, Town; F. A.
Rich, Lewiston; C. C. Stinson, H. G. Yates,
n e has done a great deal of hunting in
Boston; W. M. Stephenson, A. P. Whittier,
Lady Secures Big Buck.
the state and is pained to see the pro
Portland; Peter Ogden, Cupsuptic; H. A. Luf
Pr o pr ie to r,
kin, Phillips: Clark M. Smith, Ernest D.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Pierce of Brook miscuous carrying of firearms by young
Peary, Rangeley.
line
were
in
Phillips
Monday,
on
their
Thursday, Nov. 7. R. G. Jordan, Auburn;
aud old in certain portions of the state.
N. T. Powell, C. C. Stinson, Boston; Natt way out from the Megantic Preserve.
They go out and shoot, not only the
STRONG,
- M A IN E.
Ellis, W. S. Ingraliam, Lewiston; W. B. Adie,
Mrs. Pierce secured a splendid G-point bucks hut the fawns and does; this is
Portland.
Mr.
Friday, Nov. 8 . Fred I. Stone, Wakefield; buck that dressed 235 pounds.
wasting the game.
lie
thinks that
G. G. Witham, Farmington.
Pierce shot a small one.
S M O K B . . .
there should be a law prohibiting the
Monday, Nov. 11. M. M. Bronsdon, Milton,
Mass.; G. Aldrich, Hyde Park; H. W. Sanborn,
slaughter of does.
He says that it
D. C. Pierce and wife, James Mitchell, Bos
Deer In West Phillips.
ton; E. M. Berry, C. E. Beedy, Lewiston; P. H.
Oscar and Everett Beedy of West Phil would serve the double purpose of pre
Winslow, Gardiner.
£ 5 cs . C iiC t t-X * .
Tuesday, Nov. 12. R. A. Bragg, Portland; J. lips celebrated the first snow for track serving the animals and making a hunt
E. Short, Bangor; Mrs. Elvie Hewey, C. T. ing last Wednesday by shooting a 200- er sure of what he is shooting at, thus
G E O . S . H A R R IS & C O .,
Richardson, W. D. Quimby, Geo. M. Esty, L.
pound buck.
E. Bow ley.
protecting human life.

TR A P P ER S !

Furs and Skins.

FOR

***

*$* S A LE.

J. B. K N O W LTO N ,

Boston Terrier
...BOSTON, MASS.
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Ammunition That Has Excelled.

I TWO ADDITIONAL VICTORIES.
Laflin & Rand Smokeless Powder
September 2, 19 0 1, BurrillVille, R . I.
Septem ber, 3, 3 and 4, 19 0 1, Richmond, Vn.
Mr E . C. Griffith was winner of the Grand Am erican
Handicap at both live birds and targets for 19 0 1.

LOADED

The Big Game Section of
M

and

o f Am erica W e r e M ade

“

3 0

“

**

|

B e a W i n n e r , U s e L. & R. “ I n f a l l i b l e . ”

f

LA FLIN & RAND POW DER CO<,

♦

9 9 C e d a r Street,

N e w Y o r k City.

.

Caribou, Deer, Black Bear, Partridge, Woodcock,
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DEER ON TH E SNOW.
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Jackman, Maine.

Comfort Cottage Arrivals.
Among the recent arrivals at Comfort

OF
T A X I D E R M I S T S

D. E. H E Y W O O D .
Have Y o u r W o r k Do ne Early
I shall be prepared after October 1, to take
charge ot all specimens, such as heads, hides
and feet o f game animals, also all other taxi
dermy work, and am prepared when espe
cially requested to have deer heads done and
shipped to the owner six weeks from the
time I receive them. In this way I w ill be
hie to meet the demand c f those who want
receive their specimens before Christmas.
I shall make a specialty o f turning heads to
the right or left, or giving the neck any de
sired crook that the owner may prefer. Sat
isfaction guaranteed In all work and charges.
Correspondence on all matters pertaining to
the trade solicited.
D. E. HEYWOOD, Rangeley, Me.
TAXIDERMIST. Trout Hezzo the only ar
tistic method o f mounting flsli by which the
natural color is preserved. Work of every
description done in the highest style o f the
art. J. W aldo Na sh , Haines Landing, Me

TAXIDERMY.
Superior w ork on Game Heads,
A nim als, R ugs, Birds, Gam e Panels,
etc. Mounted specimens for sale.
Correspondence solicited.
F. M . R IC H A R D S , - F a rm in g to n , M e

A SAD ACCIDENT.
Killed Deer, but Bullet Struck
Tree and Killed His Friend.
Illegal Shippers o f Game Came to
Grief.
[ S p e c i a l C o r r e s p o n d e n c e t o th e M

a in e

W

o o d s.]

B a n g o r , N ov . 13, 1901.

The past week of the hunting season
has added to the already long list of se
rious and fatal shooting accidents two
more o f a fatal nature. The last of
these occurred at Lily Bay, Moosehead
lake, on Friday and is the most peculiar
that has ever been recorded in the his
tory of Maine. The victim of the acci
dent was W. C. Tuckey, a locomotive
engineer of Collingwood, Ohio, and it
was a ball from the rifle of J. G. Hostatler of Toledo, the same state,
that
ended his life.
The first story of till shooting that
reached Bangor stated that the two gen
tlemen, who were members of a party of
about thirty sportsmen, were hunting
together at a point about four and onehalf miles from Lily Bay on what is
known as the old mountain ranch. Mr.
Hostatler saw a deer and fired at it.
The deer dropped and at almost the
same instant he heard a cry and rushing
forward he soon found his friend lying
dead with a bullet through his brain
It was supposed that the ball glazed
from the deer and struck Mr. Tuckey.
On Saturday night several members
of the party passed through this city on
their way home and in conversation
with them they stated to me that the
ball passed completely through the deer
and struck a tree just beyond, glanced
and struck Mr. Tuckey.
An inquest was held at Greenville
Junction on Saturday and after hearing
the evidence, the jury returned a ver
dict completely exonorating Mr. Hos
tatler from all blame.
The party of which the two men were
members went into the woods a week
ago last Thursday and intended to stay
for a month, but the sad accident cast
such a deep gloom over them that they
broke camp and left at once for home.
The body of Mr. Tuckey was taken
home Saturday night over the Canadian
Pacific.
Perhaps the saddest case in connec
tion with the many shooting accidents
of the present season is that of Daniel
W . Tupper of Jonesport.
Early in
September he was hunting in the woods
near that place when he saw what he
took to be a bear. He fired at the sup
posed bear and, of course, hit it. The
bear proved to be Eugene Wilson and
the wound, while not fatal, was a serious
one. Tupper was arrested and indicted
under the new law covering such cases.
Since then he has suffered great remorse
because of the accident and on Wednes
day died from a broken heart as a re
sult. Mr. Wilson is fast recovering his
health. When he learned of the death
of Tupper, he expressed great sorrow
and regret that the accident should
have so troubled Mr. Tupper.
Up Holeb way they are looking to see
a game getting record established with
in the next few weeks, for Commission
er Carleton and Hon. P. O. Vickery are
up there on their annual trip after big
game. Both men are anxious to bring

down a moose
with them
and it is
doubtful if they will feel satisfied with
the trip unless their desire is gratified.
The Monmouth hatchery is furnishing
a great many salmon and trout for the
waters of eastern and northern Maine.
Already there has been a large number
of them taken to Washington county
and up the Bangor & Aroostook re
gion. Among those taken up north
were eighteen cans of both fish that
went to Silver Lake, Katahdin Iron
Works. These fish are brought to Ban
gor by Mr. Whiting of the hatchery staff,
where they are turned over to some one
of the wardens who lake them to their
destination. On Friday, Mr. Whiting
took forty cans or about 11,000 fish to
Holeb, where they were liberated in the
waters in that vicinity. On Monday, he
brought about 8,000 to Bangor, where
they were taken in charge by Warden
Boss and distributed in the Washington
county waters.
The best deer head that has been seen
in Bangor in many years was
brought
here last week by L. W. Spearin and D.
C. Fowler of Costigan, who shot the ani
mal at Sunk Haze. The antlers had a
spread of 34 inches and had eleven
points. The shape of the antlers was
beautiful and no one could see them
without wanting to own the head. They
sold it for $10 but it was worth a great
deal more.
Presque Isle people learned more
about the true sportsman last week in
ore day than they ever did before in all
their lives. A party of Massachusetts
sportsmen arrived in the town on
Wednesday on their way to Squa Pan
lake on a hunting trip.
To reach the
lake they had to drive a considerable
distance by team and on the way came
upon a deer standing in the road. They
made no effort to shoot the animal and
when asked why they did not one of
them said:
“ We came down to Maine to enjoy
ourselves in the woods and to shoot a
few birds and a deer or so to take home
with us, if possible, but not to slaughter
them needlessly. We get just as much
pleasure by coming down here and
camping out for a week or two and
watching the game without shooting it,
as we would to kill a lot. That is why
we didn’ t shoot that deer. When we’re
ready to go b ick, if there is a deer han
dy we will shoot it, if not we’ ll go back
empty handed so far as game is con
cerned, but full to overflowing with the
joys and pleasures of life in the woods.’
Judging from the frequency with
which the name of M. Abbott Frazar
appears in the game lists from Green
ville business is brisk at his store there.
Many beads are being shipped to him,
too, from other points up along the line
by the sportsmen themselves.
These
heads go directly to his main establish
ment in Boston.
It cost Eugene Gardner of Cherryfield
over $40 last week for attempting to
ship eight partridges out of the state.
Game Warden Ross got the birds, also
Gardner, and the trial justice of Cherryfield, before whom Gardner was brought
imposed the full penalty of $5 a bird
and the costs.
Earlier in the week
Ross got a Unionville man fur shipping
woodcock. The fine and costs in this
case amounted to over $90.
General Passenger Agent Houghton
of the Bangor & Aroostook is feeling
well satisfied with the record of game
shipments over that road in October.
With several stations yet to be heard
from the record shows a gain of more
than a hundred over last year.
The Bangor police got an awful fright
on Thursday night, when a big buck
deer came into town from the direction
of Hermon.
The big fellow made a
wild dash down through the town,
smashed a large section of glass roof in
Beer’ s greenhouse and then went up
State street towards Veazie at Empire
state express speed. Patrolman Regan,
who was one of the victims of buck
fever, afterwards claimed that he could
have shot the deer had he thought,
which may be so, but still believers are
hard to find.
John Clayton of Lincoln is one of
those taxidermists who does not seek to
branch out to a great extent. His crew
consists of himself, his daughter and a
son. They turn out work that is ex
cellent and did he make the effort to
secure new business that the others in
that line do it would soon be necessary
for him to increase his crew.
Ilis
daughter handles the birds and from the
samples of the work she does which Mr.
Clayton showed me on a recent visit,
she is an artist in that line. The heads
and larger work are looked after by Mr.
Clayton and his son.
The party consisting of C. M. Howell,
R. H. W. Dwight and H. B. Moore of
Boston and S. S. Brown of Cambridge,
which has been at Holeb for two weeks,
returned home on Saturday all well and
happy and full of enthusiasm for Maine
as a hunting ground.
They bad four
deer and a bear. Mr. Howell was the
sportsman that killed the bear and he
was better pleased with bruin than with
the deer he had with him and told the
M a in e W o o d s
correspondent that he
would rather have shot that bear than
to have got a moose. Mr. Moore proved

Lucky Hunters Fill the
and Kill l)eer.

AMMUNITION

Young Men’s First Experience In
Hunting Is Successful.

W H ic H h a s a tta in e d P o p u la r ity
w sss*

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .

M a n u fa c tu r e d

by

U N IT E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O .,
LOW ELL,
to the others that he was no ordinary
sportsman by shooting two muskrats.
The bear was shot on Attean mountain.
The party report that the best of weath
er prevailed throughout the trip. They
are all coming down this way another
year.
The killing of moose near Bangor is
coming to be very common this fall. A
big fellow has been shot out at Bradford
and last Thursday Merton M. Day of
this city killed one that weighed 535
pounds out in Clifton, while on Wednes
day the students of the University of
Maine saw a big cow moose in a field a
short distance from the college campus
One of the most successful parties
that have come out of the woods this
fall passed through here on Saturday.
It consisted of Dr. J. L. Hetzel, Rev.
W. H. Holman and C. M. Tainter of
Bridgeport, Conn. They had been in
the Patten country for two weeks and
brought with them five deer and three
moose. They reported a most enjoyable
outing and expressed themselves as
being sure to come to Patten again next
year.

Caribou In Newfoundland.
Bringing with him seven of the finest
caribou heads ever seen in Maine, Harry
A. Chapman of Bangor returned home
on Monday noon from a month’ s shoot
ing trip in the caribou barrens of New
foundland. Mr. Chapman, who is the
junior member of the firm of H. C.
Chapman & Son, proprietors of the Ban
gor House, left home on Oct. 17, and
proceeded by rail to Sidney, C. B., and
from there to Bay of Islands, Newfound
land, by steamer. From Bay of Islands,
Mr. Chapman went to Sandy Lake river,
where he left the railroad and struck
inland for some 25 miles to Sardy lake.
He spent practically all of his time
hunting and succeeded in shooting seven
unusually fine caribou, all of which he
brought back to Bangor with him.
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TRADE NOTES.
Recent

Irish - American
Match.

Rifle

In a recent letter to the M a i n e
G eorge, Montgomery of
Washington, Pa., says he had a delight
ful fishing and hunting trip this year in
the Kennebago district. He was guided
by Ben Gile, who, he declares, is a firstclass guide and who taught him more
about woodcraft and hunting than he
ever expected to know.
W o o d s , Mr.

Bear Tale From Madrid.
Herbert Lufkin of Madrid came to
town the other day with a very hand
some cub bear, weight 80 pounds. Mr.
Lufkin shot him in Madrid while out
hunting with Mr. B. F. Pierson of Bos
ton, an employe of the Boston & Albany
r a i l r o a d , who with his wife, has
been
visiting relatives in Madrid. Lufkin
sold the bear to C. E. Parker of Phil
lips.

Who Shot the Rabbit?
A rather unusual hunting experience
is told of two Saco gentlemen. They
had separated and were hunting for
game, when each saw a rabbit. Both
fired at the same time, and both saw the
rabbit they had aimed at, fall. What
was their surprise to come to a stand
still over the body of the same rabbit.
Neither hunter had seen the other till
they came up to claim the game. Now
they do not know whose rabbit it is.

P. H. Winslow of Gardiner took a big
black bear home with him a week or
two ago and hung him up at the corner
of the hotel. There was considerable
bear smell about the old fellow and we
understand that since he hung there tbe
horses all “ shy” and the blooded dogs
all “ point” when they happen along
that way.

Meets Bangeley Visitors.
A letter from Mr. John M. Kirby, for
merly clerk at the Rangeley Lake
House, states that he is now clerking at
Hotel Richmond in Washington, D. C.
He meets frequently those who frequent
the Rangeley region as Mr. J. F. Leach
and family, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Bradley,
Professor and Mrs. Francis M. Fowler.
Mr. Fred Burns of the Mooselookmeguntic House is there in the senate cafe.

Authorized to K ill Cow Moose.
Chandler Moore of Bingham is the
only man in the state who has been au
thorized to kill a cow moose since tbe
law protecting them went into effect.
A very large cow moose has been seen
around there with a broken leg by sev
eral hunters, but none of them dared to
end her sufferings. When the case was
reported to Commissioner Carleton, he
authorized Mr. Moore to kill her.

A New Moose Call.
Down near the entrance of Moosabec
Reach, is stationed a whistling buoy.
When the wind blows from tbe east, the
blasts of the buoy, which closely resem
bles the call of the moose, may be heard
several miles inland. For several weeks
a large bull moose has been seen to wan
der along the shores near by. It has
also been said that he has been heard to
answer the whistle of the buoy.

The snow of this week was the de
light of many hunters and a large num
ber in Franklin county took advantage
of it to get deer. Just before going to
press news of the game taken began to
come in over the telephone. So far as
heard we give the list.
At Weld seven were taken. Adna
Trask of Wiltcn secured one; Will Hol
man, two; Mr. Judkins, one, and R.
Sanborn, one. The others we did not
learn.
Among the lucky hunters at Wilton
were A. W. Chase, who shot a buck,
and two 17-years-old boys, Will Calden
and Claude Averill, who had never been
out hunting before. They were out an
hour and a half and got a doe apiece.
Strong reports six deer. Dr. C. W.
Bell and P. W. Mason shot a nice buck.
Arthur D. Eustis, Arthur E. Brackley,
Jesse Phillips and Bert Dickey each se
cured a large deer. They are enjoying
themselves around the village over the
transformation of Wm. Mace.
He
wanted to go out after a deer but was a
long time making up his mind to do so.
Finally, about 10 o’ clock he went out,
and hardly outside the village, near
Starbird’s mill, he brought down a nice

The magnificent silver cup presented
by the Laflin & Rand Powder Company
of America, for competition in the inter
national rifle match at Seagirt, New
Jersey, and .-o gallantly won by the
Ulster Rifle Association team, is now on
view in Mr. Sharman D. Neill’s win
dows, Donegall Place. The trophy is
really a splendid one, and well worthy
of the occasion. The champion badges
have also been sent to the members of
the Ulster team.
The following letter has been received
by Mr. John McKenna, the indefatig
able Hon. Secretary of the Ulster team, l
from Mr. R. W. Barnett of London, an j
old member of the association, and one
of the best shots that ever looked
through the sights of a rifle. He would
have formed one of the team had he
been able to travel:,
“ My dear McKenna: Many thanks for
the excellent photograph which you
Lave sent me of the Irish team at Sea
girt, and also for the newspaper con
taining Lord Dufferin’ s letter of con
gratulation. I hope you will allow me
to join his Lordship in congratulating
my old club most heartily on its well
earned victory. To you more than any
one else the credit of organizing the
match is due, and I heard indirectly
from Richardson that the arrangements
had been extremely good, and the tour
a very enjoyable one in every respect.
I only wish that I had been able to ac
company you. Mr. James Wilson, like
yourself, must be very proud of the suc
cess of the team under his commard.
It is a thousand pities that Sir Thomas
Lipton did not succeed in pulling off
the double event.
Yours very sincerely,
R. Whieldon Barnett.”

Bear Creates an Impression.
Pleased With Hunting Trip.

Woods Cottage are:

Fox Attends Church.
On a recent Sunday as the worshipers
were attending to their devotions in the
schoolhouse at Cushing, they were sur
prised and disturbed by the entrance of
a fox through the open door, followed
by two hounds in full cry. The wily
Reynard got the hounds mixed with
frightened women and got out of the
door again before he could be caught.

Tuesday, Nov. 5. Edgar Jackson, C. W .
Gardiner, Farmington; W. W. Cannon, Port
land ; E. Geo. Keyes, North Jay.
Wednesday, Nov. 6 . Clias. H. Field, Bel
fast; Walter White, L. L. Perrin, Boston.
Thursday, Nov. 7. A. B. Dolbier, Farniington; W. W. Carman, Elias Thomas, Portland:
H. V. French, Woodstock, Ct.
Friday, Nov. 8 . M. F. Judkins, Weld; A. G.
Morse, Portland; F. C. Bryant, J. H. Huston,
Livermore Falls.
. Saturday, Nov. 9. J. R. Kittridge, Farm
ington ; J . E. Frost, Mrs. Lillian Swift, Tow n:
James H. Huston, Livermore Falls.
M on day.N ov.il. F. G. Siglen, New Y ork;
C. R. Hood, Boston; F. C. Robinson, Farm
ington.
Tuesday, Nov. 12. Jas. S. Cote, H. Dear
born, Brattleboro, Yt.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Henry Hughey, guide.

BIG LUMBER BOOM.

West

Phillips

People

Feeling

Pretty Weil These Days.
The Jones township in No. G, which was re
ported last week as having been sold to
Bearce & Wilson, Mr. Wilson has been onto
this week with two men and they have lo
cal ed two camps, two and three miles each
from G. L. Kempton & Sons’s. John Holman,
whose sawmill is located in this section, w ill
not do any lumbering himself this winter,
but will saw for Bearce & Wilson. It is also
expected that Bell & Bangs will saw some
for them. Tills little enterprise will call for
forty or fifty men and quite a number o f
teams.
Bearce & Wilson have not yet decided
whether to put up a mill to saw out w hat

ON THE FIRST SNOW.

spike horn buck. He started outbr ght
and early Thursday morning after his
second one.
Not many are reported from Rangeley. Without doubt many deer were
shot that will be reported later. Loren
Haley brought to earth a nice 8-point
buck on the track, but a little distance
from the village. David lamb secured a
nice buck, as did E. F. Hayden of Port
land.
At Dead River Station Charles Hinds
of Phillips and Bartlett Hammond of
Stratton brought down a good 8-point
buck.
Ben Hayes of Farmington, who lives
on the Falls road about two miles from
the village, went after deer towards
Shadagee. He got sight of a big 8-po%it
buck that it was estimated would weigh
hard up to 250 pounds. Mr. Hayes got a
shot at him and brought him down.
When he went up to him to use the
knife, the deer jumped up and made off.
Mr. Hayes was somewhat injured. It
was towards night and growing dark, so
it was impossible to follow him.
Thursday morning a lot of men went on
the trail after the monster.
Among the fortunate hunters at Mad
rid are Archie Lufkin, Percy Lufkin,
Willard Gray and Mr. Sargent. They
each secured one.
At Kingfield a party of Boston sports
men, who are camping above the town,
secured four very nice ones. Fred Dyer
and Eugene Young also secured one
each.
Six were killed at Stratton, but we
were unable to get the names of the
hunters. We were unable to hear from
Eustis village.

they don’t get this wintu- or to run Sandy
river.
Bearce & Wilson have a large quantity o f
timber on another township adjoining the
Jones land which will come out on the Phil
lips side of Jackson mountain. They have a
crew at work now on the Weld side o f the
mountain, get ing spruce that will run into
Weld pond.
There is another lot belonging to Blanchard
& Twitched that corners on the public lot
and from which probably two millions w ill
have to come through West Phillips. In ad
dition to the above, Bearce & Wilson have a
bond of the timber on the public lot esti
mated at two millions. Some of the West
Phillips people estimate that a hundred m il
lions will go out their way. Whatever the
amount is. it is certainly large and there will
be a very busy time this winter on the
Bo r d e r .

RAILROAD FIVE MILES.
Suggestion by Reporter Contrib
uted Free o f Charge.
Anent the gossip in regard to new railroads
for North Franklin It is suggested that if the
Phillips & Rangeley railroad should build
around to the north side of Redington tow n
ship and the Franklin & Megantic should
build to Stratton there would then be a link
of five miles to build in order to connect the
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River region by
rail, Stratton to Greene’s.
We are not to he understood that there is
any probability of this being done. The sug
gestion is simply interesting and it is fur
nished without extra charge.

Grangers Go to Bemis.
The members of the National grange,
now in session at Lewiston, went to
Bemis Thursday by courtesy of the
Portland & Rumford Falls Railroad
company.
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1901.
Accidental Shooting.
T h e law relating to accidental

shoot
ing of human beings by hunters, as
passed by the last legislature, seems to
have wholly failed in its purpose. In
stead of there being a decrease of such
accidents this year, the number has in
creased. It is supposed that a person
who knows how to handle a rifle or gun
could be trusted to hunt with it without
a guardian. The entire senselessness of
this promiscuous shooting and this mal
ady which some hunters have of think
ing that everything in the woods is
game is evident even to the ones af
flicted with the delusion. There is no
doubt but the author of the accident is
a great sufferer on account of it, but
that does not mend the matter. If the
fear of fine and imprisonment will not
improve the hunter’ s sight, some other
remedy must be sought. Human life
should be preserved even if the game in
terests do suffer. It may be necessary
to require every one entering the woods
to hunt to be clothed in green; that will
at least prevent his being taken for a
black bear or a white deer.
The saddest shooting affair was that
of the Ohio sportsman near Moosehead
lake, but in this case it was no fault on
the part of the hunter and the coroner’ s
jury freed him from blame. Another
instance, not given in the list of acci
dents, but referred to by our Bangor
correspondent is certainly lamentable.
So far as we have learned, action has
been begun under this law in but two
cases, and it looks as if it would become
a dead letter. Let it be enforced, then,
if it fails of its purpose, repeal it.
A n o t h e r Quaker range contest will
be started for Kingfield, Eustis, CarrabaRsett, Salem and Bigelow, as soon as
the range arrives. The last one of this
nature was the most exciting kind of a
contest. Let those who want a range
get ready to start as soon as the an
nouncement is made.

I t will no doubt interest the friends
of M a i n e W oods to know that for the
week ending Nov. 8, the increase in new
subscribers to M a in e W oods was large
even for the time of year when people
are arranging for winter reading matter.
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The Chairback Mountain camps of
Mrs. Helen Brown, on the shore of Long
pond, are being well patronized by the
festive hunter.
The deer are now found mainly on the
hard wood ridges, attracted there by the
bountiful crop of beechnuts, and they
are exceedingly hard to shoot because
warned of the hunter’s approach by the
crackling of the dry leaves. Practically
the only way to hunt is to take a station
in some place frequented by deer, wait
till a handsome buck heaves in sight
and open tire.
The success of this method Mr. Ar
thur F. Estabrook, the well-known Bos
ton financier, has proved to his great
satisfaction. Mr. Estabrook makes no
claims to being a hunter, and in fact
had never fired a rifle previous to his
trip to the Chairback Mountain camps
and came not to hunt but to better his
In alth. Soon after his arrival at camp
he climbed old Fourth mountain, rifle
in Land, and was told to sit on a log and
wait for game.
Equipped with cigar
and magazine, not fifteen minutes had
elapsed when he heard a slight- noise
and looked up to see a magnificent buck
rattling the limbs of a tree with his
antlers not thirty yards away and all
oblivious of his dariger.
Down went
cigar, “ Smart Set,” and glasses, and
raising his Savage Mr. Estabrook scored
a fancy shot behind the b5g fellow’ s
shoulder which ended his career. The
buck was a splendid specimen weighing
about 200 pounds.
Contrasted with Mr. Estabrook’s good
fortune is the hard luck of another man
at camp who has fired at no less than
eight deer but has made a clean miss
every time. He is still trying.
Recent departures have been Mrs. O.
D. Thompson and Misses C. O. LeRoy
and Anita LeRoy. Philadelphia; Capt.
E. B. Smith, F. A. Woodbury, Arthur
F. Estabrook and Dr. Geo. W. Clement,
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Lord, Kennebunk; Mr. and Mrs. E J. Cram and
son, Robert Cram, Biddeford; Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Fenno, Boston; Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Anthony and W. B. M. Still
man, Providence; J. A. H. Elder, J. O.
Thompson and H. W. Rowe, editor of
Maine Sportsman, Bangor.
Mrs. Francis Harding of Mansfield,
Mass., and her companion, Mrs. S. D.
Brown of Sohoodic, are two iady hunt
ers who have sought this sylvan retreat.
Among othei-8 now at this camp are
Walter P. Read, A. H. Seaver, J. F.
Beedle, Boston; Frank M. Montell, Jr.,
Montclair, N. J .; W. A. Fogg, Bangor,
and E D. Jenkins, Waterville.
Mr. John Fletcher of Providence and
Halsey W. Kent of NuW York are short
ly expected.

HUNTERS AT REDINGTON.
Massachusetts

Party

Enjoying

Sport at Varnum Pond.

A jolly party from Massachusetts has
been at the camp of Mr. George McL.
Presson on Varnum pond for the past
week. In the party were Mr. Jacob
Worth, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Pillsbury and
Mrs. Gertrude A. Bueheana of Boston,
and Dr. Buffum of Somerville.
They
have spent a very pleasant week, eDjDy
ing shooting birds, rabbits and other
small game. They saw a number of
deer, but did not shoot any. The par
tridges are very plenty there and gave
the party much sport.
Messrs. Fred Adams, Joe Matthieu, J.
A. Roderic and Walker of East Wilton,
have returned from their trip this side
of Redington.
They camped in the
“ half way shanty.” Hunting was noisy,
so the party only secured one deer.
The first day they were out they made a
drive of two bucks and a doe, and that
within twenty minutes after they start
ed out. Tney made some good drives
in the beech ridges, but were unable to
get near enough to the game to shoot it.
One of the trips taken was over to with
in three miles of Bigelow.
Many par
tridges were found and furnished good
eating.

Deer Holds Up Travellers.

M a i n e W oods carried 33% per cent
more advertising than last year.

SHOOTING ACCIDENTS.
Terrible Record o f Carelessness
In the Woods.
Since the game season opened six men
have been fatally shot in the Maine woods,
and at least three others seriously wounded
by the negligence or stupidity of hunters.
In each case the man killed lias been a citi
zen of the state, though last year several
nonresidents were shot. It is a grim record
and the effect of the new law has not been
evident. The dead to date are as follow s:
John G. Weeks, Lewiston, mistaken for a
deer while hunting near Jefferson.
John G. Leonard, aged 16, of Frankfort,
killed while hunting near that town by the
accidental discharge of a shotgun in the
hands of his companion.
William Bcwley, aged 17, of Skowhegan,
mistaken for a deer while fishing near Moro.
Henry McPheters, aged 40, of Milford, mis
taken for a bear while gathering apples in
orchard near a lumber camp in Monson.
Frank Ripley, aged 45, of Waite, accident
ally shot near Brockton.
Leslie Bowker, Marshfield, shot by hunter
on Macliias river and left alone to die.
The w ounded:
Eugene Wilston, Jonesboro, mistaken for a
hear.
Daniel Mclnce of DeWolfe’s Corner, N. B.,
mistaken for a deer while hunting near
Calais.
Edward Metcalf of Bucksport, mistaken
for a deer while hunting near that town.

HOUSEKEEPER’S COLUMN.

Somerset and Kennebec County
.Apples

Mr. J. A. Perry of Bangor recently
had a queer experience at Lincoln. He
had been out hunting and secured a fine
buck. He took it to the station in the
afternoon, intending to have it shipped
on the same train he was to take in the
evening. His surprise was great when
he returned, to find that his deer was
not there. He had to go home without
it, but it was found the next day a short
distance away behind a fence.

TIM E - TABLE.

SANDY RIVER R. R,

PHILLIPS * RANGELEY R. R.

GOOD GINGERBREAD.

Take 2 eggs, beat well; 2 cups of good
molasses, 1 cup of butter or meat fryings, 1 cup of sour milk, 2 teaspoonfuls
of soda, 1 tablespoonful of ginger, cin
namon, spice and a little nutmeg. Do
not bake in a very hot oven.
Will come again if this escapes the
much dreaded waste basket.
Farmer’ s Daughter.

When the Gravy’s on the

Buck

wheats.
Wlien the grs vy’s on the buckwheats and the
sausages are hot,
When the steam is floating upward from the
shining coffee pot,
When the cook stirs up the batter that was
set the night before,

This issue o f the M a in e
m a n y w ays a superior num ber.

flood s is in
The a rra n ge-

m en t o f the read in g m atter has been im proved
—the advertisem ents are m ore attractive.

12.35 3.40
[Special correspondence to Main e Woods .] Phillips, a r ..........................
12 50 4.00
B i g e l o w , Me , Nov. 12, 1001.
•Trains stop on signal or notice to
ductor.
The mill is pract ctlly finished and is Fl e t c h e r Po p e , Gen. Man’g’ r.
H. H. Fie l d , G. P. <& T. A.
turning out dimension lumber, shingles
and laths. The mill is 191 feet long and _________ A L. ROBERTSON. Superintendent.

30 feet wide with loading platform 150
feet long, addition on side 120 feet long
24 feet wide and boiler house 38 by 40.
A waste carrier 250 feet long is being
constructed across the Carrabassett river
to burn, in open air, the fifty coids of
waste made daily. The pulp mill is not
running. With high prices of lumber it
is advisable to put everything suitable
into dimension stuff.
Forty-five men are employed in and
about the mill and more good mill men
are much needed but are scarce iu this
vicinity at present.
Carpenters are now at work on the
storehouse which is 80x24, on the school
house and the house for the blacksmith.
In the woods, building roads, camps
and logging are 175 men and 100 more
will be at work soon.
Edison Sjlvester of Eustis is clerking
in the store tins winter. Frank Adams
time is wholly taken up with book-keep
ing and the dutffes in that line.

Greene's Stage Line

FRANKLIN

t

M EGANTIC RY.

chortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dead
River region.
T I M

E

- T A

l

B X

j

IQ .

In Effect October 14, 1901.
SOUTH.
A SI
P SI P St
Bigelow, lv
1 1 00 t2 40
6 50
Carrabassett,
1 1 20
3 10 7 Iff
far
11 50 4 CO 7 40
Kingfield, }
a si
A M P SI
( lv
7 oe t7 10 1 2 50
*N. Freeman, lv 7 05
12 55
Salem,
7 20 7 40 1 1 0
•W. Freeman, rv 7 35
1 25
Strong, ar
7 45 9 05 1 40
NORTH.
A SI
A SI
P SI
Strong, lv
8 16 110 00
5
*W. Freeman, lv
8 25
5
Salem,
8 40
10 35 5
•No. Freeman, lv
8 50
5
( ar
9 00 11 30 6
Kingfield, l
p M
„
(lv
9 15 12 30
6
Carrabassett,
9 45
j 05
g
Bigelow, ar
10 15
1 40
6
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice 1
conductor. fM ixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong w i 1
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, P0 1
land and Boston.
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Eust
and Dead River Region.
GEO . M. V O SE , SUPERINTENDENT,

Dead River to Eustis.

And when little Bob and Clara smack their
lips and yell for more.
Oh it’s then a man Is always feeling pretty
near his oest—
isn’t any trouble with the works beKilled Moose With a Forty-Four If there
neath his vest—
And it’s then he ought to humbly thank the
Lord for what he’s got—
Revolver.
When the gravy’s on the buckwheats and the
sausages are hot.
[Special correspondence to tiie Maine Woods]

CARIBOU ARE MINUS.

E u s t is , N ov . 11, 1901.

There’s a fragrance that comes floating from
the pancakes on the plate
That should nerve a man to action—make
him strong for any fate—
There is i y, there’s inspiration in the smears
on Bessie’s chin.
And it’s good to see dear Willie as he scoops
the sausage in.
And what sweeter music is there than the
raspipg, slapping sound
That the busy cook produces as she stirs the
stuff around?
Oh, each precious, luscious mouthful quickly
finds the proper spot,
When the gravy’s on the buckwheats and the
sausages are hot.

The only Stage Line in the Dead
R iver region that connects with the
early train for Boston. W ill make
connections with trains on and after
M ay i i , 19 0 1.

I.

W . C R E E N E , P r o p ’r,
C o pl in , M a i n e .

Teams of All
Descriptions.

A party consisting of Prof D.
C.
Hutchins, J. M. Davis, J. W. Jacobs, J.
Parties desiring teams o f any kind
G. Littlefield and H. L. Maxwell, all of
to
any point in this region can be ac
Wells, Maine, have a hunting camp near
commodated
by notifying
Alder Stream farm.
These gentlemen
bnilt this camp two years ago and will
HUNTOON & OAKES,
enlarge it this year. These five go to
PROPRIETORS.
camp in a body each year for an outing
Stable
next
to Oquossoc House.
aud hunting trip. “ While in the woods,
we live many days in one,”
says the
Ra n g e l e y ,
Maine.
professor. They never fail to take out
s w e e t m u f f in s .
ten deer. I met this jolly five at Eustis
T h i s s pa ce b e l o n g s to the
1 cup sweet milk, 1 egg, 2 cups flour,
on their way to camp. Mr. Davis will
dessertspoon sugar, 1 dessertspoon
favor the M a i n e W oods with an ac-1 butter, 2 level teaspoons cream tartar, 1 Rangeley Lakes
count of their trip when
they
return teaspoon soda. Bake in a hot roll paD.
M. A. D.
home.
Steam boat Co.
Gordon Campbell, a noted guide of
the Dead River region, says,
“ Moose
signs are plenty, but caribou are a
minus quantity.” He has seen but one
caribou track this year. Gordon says
that bears are more numerous than ever.
Niue have been shot in the vicinity of
Eustis this fall, all big ones.
The Shaw House, of which E. B.
Lambert is proprietor, is headquarters
for huuters in this region.
Mr. Lam
bert runs a first-class house and the
sporting fraternity understand it.
Paul Perry of Eustis once shot a big
bull moose with a 44 revolver. He fired
at him 33 times and put 32 bullets into
his body before bagging him.
Ella Patterson got a small deer and
ten partridges in a two days’ hunt.
Ray Ricker has got some fine foxes
this fall.
Mr. Wm. Higgins has quite a large
collection of foxes.
Harl and Walter White got fifteen
partridges in one day with rifles.

Clubbed Deer to Death.
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.]

Deer Was Stolen.

T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

Under this heading we shall publish
P r o v i d e n c e , R. I., Nov 9, 1901.
eacn week cooking receipts which have To the E d i t o r o f the M a in e W o o d s :
been tried and proved good.
Will oui
The writer, 1. W. Tourtellot, who is
Monday, Oct. 11, 1901.
readers please send in receipts for their one of the firm of S. Tourtellot & Co.,
favorite dishes?
~7T
Providence, R. I., and who is a sub
Tr’n 1 ,Ir’n3 Tr’n 5
N o rth .
scriber to the .Vfa i n e W o o d s , read an
CELERY SOUP WITH RICE.
A. SI.
P. SI.
article in last week’ s issue headed
Add 1 cup of rice to 3 pints of milk
“ Apple Buyers In Maiket,” and was
Farmington.......... lv 11 00 12 10 j 4 40
and place in a double boiler and cook
interested as it comes iu our lino of bus
So. Strong,.............
until rice is tender.
Rub through a
iness.
|
ar 1 * si.
Strong...............
sieve. Add 1 quart of white stalk or
lv 12 05 12 42 5 10
I,
myself, have been a guest for two
broth to the sieved rice, grate or chop previous seasons of Mr. Washburn’ s
P h illip s,.............. ar 12 30 1 00 5 30
fine 2 stalks of celery and cook until the hotel at Lake Austin, for recreation and
celery is tender. Season to taste with fishing. I have been an annual applo
Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4 T f n 6
buyer for our firm in Kennebec county
,S o u th .
salt and pepper and servo very hot.
A. SI, A. SI. r m .
for twenty years, operating at the dif
ferent points, Vassalboro, Oakland and
Skowhegan. At Skowhegan we take in
Phillips,...............
7 30 8 30 1 30
PRESSED CHICKEN.
the territory of Fairtield, Clinton,
S tron g ,................
7 50 9 10 1 50
Canaan,
Cornville,
Madison
and
Solon,
Prepare a chicken (or two) as for pot
and operate there through and with the
So. Strong,...........
pie, either old or young; cook tender, so well known citizen, Geo. W. Pishon. At
Farm ington,........
8 20
10 00 2 20
that meat will fall from the bones; salt; Oakland we operate with G. B. Rey-.
cook in enough water that there will be nolds. Mr. Reynolds takes in the terri
about a pint when done of the gravy; tory of Sydney, Belgrade, Rome and WESTON LEW IS Pres. F. N. BEAL. Supt.
Smithfield. At Vassalboro we operate
remove all meat from the bones and w ith J. W. Johnson who takes in the
Time-Table.
chop fine; season with butter,
pepper the territory of Vassalboro, North and
and sage; take the gravy and pour over East Vassalboro and China. Iu all this
The only all-rail route to Kangeley Lake.
a pint or more of bread crumbs and beat territory we have bought of the farmers The
quickest and easiest route to the Dead
this fall from 12,000 to 15,000 barrels of River
Region via Dead River Station. Stage
fine; then add chicken; mix and see if winter apples and paid to them some
connection with every through train for
s< asoned properly; then add 3 hard 840,000 for the same.
Stratton,
Eustis and all points inland.
These apples
On and after Oct. 14, 1901, trains on the Phil
boiled eggs, if desired; put in a square have all gone forward to Providence and
lips & Rangeley rqilroad will run as follow s
pan to mold, in a cool place. Will not gone into cold storage and will be sold until further notice:
in the Providence market the coming
EAST.
A M p it
keep long in warm weather.
winter.
Phillips, Lv » . .
7 45 5.30
The anples of Kennebec county are of •Madrid,
8.05 5.45
good qualify this season and the future ♦Reed’s Mill, ,
8.15 5.f 5
8.30 6 05
FLOAT.
prospects are that apples, of standard ♦Sanders’ Mill, .
far
Redington Mills, .
1 de
900 6.30
Take the yolks of 4 eggs aud whites varieties especially, will bring as good
Track No. 2,
9.20 6.40
of 2; beat well; add 1 cup sugar, 4 level returns to the farmers as anything they •Log
Dead River, . . .
9.40 6.50
tablespoonfuls of flour; stir this in 1 can raise. Very respectfully,
Rangeley, ar . .
10.30 7.05
I. W. T o u r t e l l o t ,
quart of boiling milk and let boil a few
WEST.
AM P M
With 8 . Tourtellot Co. Rangeley. Lv . .
minutes, stirring consrautly until very
11.30 2 00 Dead River,
11.42 2.15
thick; let cool; put in glasses or dessert
•Log Track No. 2,
11.54 2.30
dishes, then add the whites of the 2
( ar
P 51
eggs beaten stiff, sweetened and fla Good Progress Made on Mill at Redington Mills, .
i de
12 05 2.45
•Sanders’ Mill, .
12.23
vored, in the center of each dish. It is
3.15
Bigelow.
♦Reed’s M i l l , ..........................
12 30 3.30
very nice.
•Madrid.....................................

F a r m i n g t o n , N ov. 12, 1901.

The latest hold-up reported in this
state was made by a deer over near Dex
ter. Henry Allen was passing quietly
along the road, communing with him
self, when, in the gathering twilight,
he was startled by a loud snort.
It
made the creeps go up and down his
backbone with a chill for a few minutes.
When he looked around he saw a large
buck deer a short distance in advance
of him. Immediately he threw his axe
at him, intending to stop the interview
right there.
The buck was not easily frightened
and stood his ground, bringing his foot
down on the hard ground with a bang.
Mr. Allen then started on a run at him,
but that only roused the fighting blood
in him and he started to meet him more
than half way. They met and the deer,
struck Mr. Allen with his hoof, making
a good sized scar. This brought the
yells out of the man, and the snort out
of this deer as well as from several that
were in the woods near by.
The ani
mals then went off down the road leav
ing Mr. Allen to recover from his as
tonishment.

For the same week,

1901

[Special correspondence to Main e W oods.]

week referred to was twelve times as
week last year.

L. D. Carver, state librarian, con
fessed to a Journal reporter, yesterday,
that deep in his heart he was cruel
enough to doubt many of the wonderful
and soul stirring tales that are coming
from the woods during the hunting sea
son. “ I am afraid some of them are'
like one that happens to come to my
mind,” he said. “ I remember a certain
Augusta man returned from the woods
bringing with him a big moose. As the
carcass was taken from the train, he
‘threw out his chest’ and grew six
inches taller as he stalked proudly along
the platform gun in hand, with the ad
miring multitude looking on.
“ The next morning the Kennebec
Journal came out with an interview
with the mighty hunter. It was a lurid
tale—a charge of a mad bull whose eyes
spit fire and from whose nostrils two
columns of smoke issued as he charged
on the Augusta huntsman. Then there
was buck fever and a recovery just in
time for the hunter to pour the cold
lead iuto the raging animal, bringing
him to ground and approach his fallen
game with a ‘wor d is mine’ air.
“ For about a week that man was
looked upon as one of the bravest hunt
ers in Augusta, but alas!
The eorre
spondent of a Bangor paper in the town
where the moose was kil’ed wrote an
item to his paper to the effect that Mr.
So and So had sold a bull moose to Mr.
Blank of Augusta for $30. Mr. Blank it
is needless to say was the hunter named
above
“ The item was copied in the Augusta
paper^and on the morning of its publica
tion, the mighty hunter walked to his
office still congratulating himself on his
sudden rise to fame. His telephone be
gan to ring about as soon as he got
there and all the forenoon a steady
stream of queries came pouring in until
the victim was well nigh crazy. It was
said he had the telephone taken out of
his office because it bothered him at his
work
“ It developed that the moose was not
shot by man after all. A certain man had
been ‘salting’ the animal for a long time
and the night before the law was off he
rigged a wire across the well beaten
path, attached the wire to the triggers
of two rifles correctly adjusted and
when the moose struck the wire in the
darkness he was shot.
“ Ever since that incident,” said Mr.
Carver, “ I have had some doubts about
the veracity of some of the hunters who
return from the woods with big game.
I am afraid some of them are shot by
the guides and out of pity transferred to
the employer.” —Kennebec Journal.

15,

\

The increase in circulation during the
great as it was for the corresponding

WOODS, N O V E M B E R

S t r o n g , N ov . 12, 1901.
There is not very much in the game
line for news this week, but will be as
soon as there comes a little snow.
M. Kershner was out in his orchard
lately, picking up apples, when he
looked up and saw a deer standing in
the orchard. Mr. Kershner had a shot
gun with him and‘let go at the deer.
The shot put the animal’s eyes out and
the hunter went up aud clubbed the
deer to death.

RIBBON CAKE.

Watch it carefully for full

3
eggs, 1% cups sugar, 1 cup butter,
information about New Steam
1 cup sweet milk, 3% mips flour, 1 tea
spoon cream tartar, % teaspoon soda.
boat Service etc., for the Sea
Bake half in two tins. To the rest add
4 spoons molasses,
cup flour,
tea
son of 1902.
spoon soda, 1 cup raisins, 1 teaspoon
cloves, cinnamon and allspice.
Bake
H . H. F I E L D ,
dark in the same tins.
Put together
with jelly and press.
Grace Whorff.
Gen. M an’g ’r, Phillips, M e.

I^ A IL R O A a

ARRANGEMENT of TRAINS
IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1901.
PillIman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
6.15 a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m
6.45 \ M.—For-Mid arriving at Lagrange" at.
8 .0 0 a m, Milo 8 27 a ni, Br.iwnvllle 8 40 a m,
Katahdin Iron Works 10.00 a m, Noreross 9 36
a m, Millinocket 9.52 a m, Sherman 10.45 a m»
Patten 11.10 a m. Island FaLs 11.08 a m,
Smyrna Mills 11.4o a m. Weekshoro 1 2 . 1 0 p m,
Masardis 1 04 p m. Ashland 1 30 p m. Houlton
1 2 . 1 0 p m, Presque Isle 1 58 p m. Caribou 2 25 p
m, New Sweden 2.5S fcm , Van Buren 4 00 p m,
Fv.rt Fairfield 2.15 p m. Limestone 3.20 p m,
Dor er 9.<0 a m, Guilfoid 9 34 a m , Mors on 1 0 13
a m. Greenvi le 10.60 a m.
3.15 PM .—For and arriving at Br>.wrville
4.47 p m, Noreross 5 43 p m. Millinocket 5 ,5 7 p
m. Sherman 6 47 p m, Patten 7.17 p m, Island
Falls 7 11 p m, Houlton 8 05 p m. Mars Hill
a id Blaine 9.15 p m, Pre°que Isle 9.47 p m,
Caribou 10.15 p m, Fort Fairfield 10.05 p m.
4.45 P M —For and arriving at Lagrange 6.07
p m. Milo 6.32 p in, Brownville 6 45 p m ,
Katahdin Iron Works 7.25 p m, Dover and
Foxcroft 6.57 p n , Gull lord 7 19 p m. Monson
7.56 p m, Greenville 8.30 p m, Quebec 1 30 p m,
Montreal 8.35 a m.
ARRIVALS
9 30 A M . Leaving Montreal 8.05 p m, Que
bec 2.40 p m. Greenville 5 30 a m Monson 5 55
a m. Guilford 6.42 a m. Dover 7 00 a m. Katah
din Iron Worh s 6 20 a m, Brownville 7 20 a m,
Milo 7.30 a in, Lagrange 8 .0 0 a m.
1.05 PM Leave Caribou 6.15 a m, Presque
Isle 6 42 a m, Fort Fatrfielo 6 .2 0 a m, Houlton
8.20 a m. Ashland 7 00 a m, Masardis 7.25 a m.
Weeksboro 8 18 a m, Smyrna Mills 8 .4 4 a m,
Island Falls 9.17 a m, Patten 9 05 a m, Sher
man 9 40 a m, Millinocket, 10.28 a m, Noreross
10.39 a m, Brownville 11.32 a m, Milo 1 1 41 a m.
7 20 P M.—Leaving Greenville 3 35 p m,
Monsoi 3 40 p m, Guilford 4.47 p m, D- ver 5 06
p m, Limestone 9.50 a m . Van Buren 10.00 a m,
New Sweden 11.02 a m, Caribou 11.45 a m ,
Presque Isle 12 15 p m, Fort Fairfield 11.15 a
m, Houlton 2.00 p m, Island Falls 3 00 p m ,
Patten 2.56 p m, Sherman 3 25p m. Millinocket
4 16 p m. Noreross 4.30 p m, Katahdin Iron
Works 3 15 p m, Brownville 5.30 p m, Milo 5.40
P m, Lagrange 6.07 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
Gen’ l Passenger and Ticket Agent.
W. M. BROWN, Superintendent.
Bangor, Me.. October 1 0 , 1901.

$ 1 .0 0 .

$ 1 .0 0 .

FO R T H E F A M IL Y .
The Maine W oods, bright,
newsy, th o ro u gh ly covers
N orth Fran klin for every
day happenings.
---------- - ooOOOOOOooh----------

Send us $ 1 .0 0 and receive
the Maine W oods from now
until Ja n u a r y 1 , 1 9 0 3 ,- 1 3 %
m onths for only f 1.0 0 .

$ 1 .0 0 .

FO R T H E H U N T E R .
The M a in e W oo d s gives
the news from H unting and
F ish in g resorts th rou gh out
the state. E v e ry th in g th a t
h as a w o o d s y sa v o r is serv
ed up in its columns.
----------••ooOOOOOOoo..-----------

M AINE WOODS

Address, M AIN E WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

fo r O ne Do llar .
$ 1 .0 0 .

M A IN E

I CORRESPONDENCE. 1
Weld.
Mr. Roy Swett of Carthage was in
town over Sunday.
,
William Horne has gone to Phillips
to work for Austin <fe Co., this winter.
Mr, Vivian G. Horne and wife of Dixfield were in town over Sunday.
Mr. N. G. Foster is in the law office of
C. N. Blanchard, Esq., of Wilton for a
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Witliam returned
last week from a two weeks visit in
Massachuesetts.
Mr. R. O. Dolley who has been cook
ing for Fergurson & Co., in Shelburn,
N. H., has returned home and will cook
for Ilearce & Wilson this winter.
An enjoyable occassion was that of
the baked bean supper and sociable
given by the Daughters of Liberty last
Wednesday evening at Mechanic’ s hall.
Mr. F. S. Schofield, Mr. H. W. Coburn
and Mr. D. B. Swett together with Cla
rence Young and Mr. Jennings of Byron
have be6n respotting the lines between
the two towns the past week.

Enstis.

WOODS,

NOVEMBER

Madrid.

District No. 2, Phillips.

Mrs. Andrew Wyman is still very low.
Mrs. John Wing is some improved in
health.
'
William Sargent is yet in a critical
condition.
Miss Lizzie Witliam is at home at
tending school.
Miss Carrie Witliam returned to Kingfield on the lltli inst.
Seymour Berry has lately purchased
the Orren Walker farm.
The Dunham Bros, have bought two
steel ranges of a Now Y"ork company.
Miss Flora Stinchfield is working in
the family of John Wing, who is on the
sick list.
Solomon Dunham recently sold a
matched span of black
horses to
Elbrulge Dill of Phillips.
Ashley Wing of Rumford Falls is cut
ting lumber for a new house not iar
from his Uncle John’s.
Mrs. Della Vining and Master Clyde
are stopping with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John McKenney, for a time.
Mrs. Dora Jones of Weld has been vis
iting her brother, Charles Heath, and
doing dressmaking for her niece, Iona.
Willard Perry, the deaf and dumb
boy, has lost five foxes, one skunk and a
mink out of bis traps, also two traps
this fall. It seems as if they ' were
stolen.
William Lufkin has returned from a
trip to Vassalboro and other towns and
is now making cider, as he and his
brother, Frank, have a large quantity of
apples.

Miss Esther Bryant is working for
Mrs. N. P. Noble.
Will Brackett has his ice
house up
and nearly completed.
Frank Calden has put up a new stable
and made other improvements on bis lot
this fall.
Morrell Wing returned from Rumford
last Saturday. Ilis son, Ashley, accom
panied him.
Messrs. Henry and Cbas. McKenney
are at Carrabassett, where they have
taken a white birch
contract. Dan
Mooies and Chester Wing are working
for them.

Walter White of Canton is visiting his
brother’ s family.
Chapin and Frank Marden of Temple
are visiting Mrs. O. White.
H. B. Luce of Farmington has just
been here and put a telephone into the
house of Thomas Bateman.
Mr. Gordon, the blacksmith, has an.
North Freeman.
immense business, but will sell out at !
H. P. Durrell is yarding his poplar.
the first opportunity, for the only rea-1
son that he wishes to give his children j O. C. Record has built an ice house
better educational advantages than they this fall.
can receive here.
T. M. Pinkham has returned
home
Frenchmen are coming over in droves,
from Rangeley.
but the droves are not large enough to
Marshall Lander is yarding birch and
supply the demand.
Everybody wants
J. B. Oliver is at work for him.
to hire men. Sixty millions of lumber
C. C. Brown is working at Freeman
will be lauded on Dead river and its
tributaries this winter. Headquarters Centre on an ice house for Cbas. Rich
for lumbermen and hunters in this re ards.
gion is at the village of Eustis.
Wesley Tash and Raymond Pinkham
About fifty young people met at the have gone into the woods for G. W.
home of C. B. Gordon, Thursday even
ing, Nov. 7. The village schools closed Tash at Dallas.
John R. Durrell has finished work for
that day and teacher and pupils, with
others older, met for a sociable. Candy Mr. Gay at Clear Water pond and will
and popcorn were served and everyone go to Bigelow to work in Merrill’s
voted it a good time.
The handsomest
man present was either George Fassett, boarding house.
The farmers along the route over
the genial stage driver, or Colin Camp
bell, I have forgotten
which. The which cream is collected are nearly all
name of the handsomest lady I did not adding more cows to their stock, as sell
learn.
ing cream seems to be the most profit
able feature of farming at present.
I Salem.

Deed’s Mill, Madrid.
Mrs. Ada Barden is visiting rela’ ives
in Strong.
Miss Iona Heath has been stopping at
home for a while.
Jim Collins of Rangeley was in town
last week buying apples.
Nathan Beede lias returned
home
from Rangeley on account of lameness,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kinney visited
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wells in Phillips the
last of the week.
The Ladies’ circle met with
Mrs.
Sarah Voter and the following officers
were elected: President,
Mrs.
Mary
Dunham; vice president, Mrs. Cora
Stinchfield;
treasurer, Mrs.
Sarah
Voter; secretary, Mrs. Jennie Wing; as
sistant secretary, Miss Grace Dunham.
The next meeting will be with Mrs,
Cora Stinchfield, Wednesday, Nov. 20.

Chesterville.
Clara Wyman is visiting relatives at
Livermore Falls.
Ed Hutchins of Auburn was in town
a few days last week.
C. E. Wheeler & Son are doing a good
business canning apples.
Mrs. S. F. Crocker is visiting relatives
aud friends in Massachusetts.
Lewis Gill and wife of North Anst n
called on relatives and friends here last
week.
Mrs. T. J. Wheeler who has been at
the Maine General hospital for treat
ment is expected home this week. Mis.
Wheeler is not improving as fast as her
many friends would like to see her.

Stony Brook, Stratton.

N. C. Burbank of New Portland is in
town buying fur.
Edgar Hinds is hauling the lumber
from Crockertown for the Russell broth
ers’ mill.
—George Briggs has begun work on
the camps and new birch mill to be
built here this fail.
The fall term of school closed Friday
George Wills is reshingling his house.
and the teacher, Miss Mary Odell, rej turned to her home Saturday.
Mrs. Emily Will is at work for O. P.
“ Last winter an infant child of mine j Geo. M. Vose of Kingfield, an en
Walker.
had croup in a violent form” says Elder gineer, A. M. Jones, Robert Phillips,
John Lowell is in Lawrence Mass., John W. Rogers, a Christian Evangelist, ! Oramaudal Blanchard and L. T. Hinds
of Filley, Mo. “ I gave her a few doses jof S ratton went over the proposed ex
for a short time.
of Chamberlain’ s Cough Renfedy and in I
Mrs. Fred Mills any little son went to a short time all danger was past and the j tension of the Franklin & Megantic
railroad from Bigelow to Stratton Satur
Worcester this week.
child recovered.”
This remedy not |
John Leadbetter and wife of Farming- only cures croup, but when given as I day.
ton visited friends here recently.
soon as the first symptoms appear, will
Andover.
It contains no j
L. F. Goodwin and John Dennet of prevent the attack.
Lynn, Mass., are enjoying a few days opium or other harmful substance and
The Y P. S. C. E., meets every Sun
sport here.
may be given as confidently to a baby day evening at 7 o ’ clock.
Calvert Perry recently trapped a large as to an adult. For sale by W. A. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Roberts have
Canada lynx which with two mink he Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Range- returned from Middledam.
sold for a good price to A B. Dolbier of ley, C. E. Dyer, Strong, and L. L. Mitch
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Melcber spent the
ell, Kingfield
Farmington.
R oscok.
day in Hanover, Nov. 10.
Rev. J. A. Waterwortli is suffering
from an an attack of sciatic rheuma
tism.
Mr. John Newton is at home from the
lakes for a few days. He returns this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Porter who have
been away on a business trip returned
Saturoay.
Mr. Henry V. Poor and family left for
fie ir winter home in Brookline, Mass.,
Monday, Nov. 8.
. Walter Barnes has his steam mill in
operation and we expect to see great
developments.
We are having a taste of winter. A
flurry of snow Sunday morning and a
high wind all day.
T h is is the quality should bring 60c— that did bring 60c
Miss H. E. Hall is having the cellar
last season. W e choose to offer them at 50c, and if you
dug for her new house. Mr. Asa West
has the superintending of it.
w ill here is a chance to save 10c per yard on the new car
Nov. 24, Knowledge and Self- control:
pet you are intending to buy.
Dec. 1, Patience and Godliness: Dec. 8,
Brotherly Kindness and Love.
Y o u say you can’t come to L ew isto n ,—what of that?
Mr. F. Barrett has his blacksmith
Y o u can write for samples ; make your selections and send
shop nearly completed. It will be a
diagram o f room with order. N o w ay you can lose in
large and convenient building.
Mrs. Albert Crossman arrived from
that proposition— looks to us like an easy way to save—how
Salem, Mass., Friday.evening where sbe
does it strike you.
attended the wedding of her sister Miss
Low.
W e Pay Freight.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Milton have gone
to the Provinces to visit relatives Mis.
Susie York takes charge of the house in
their absence.
Arthur Newton starts for Portland
Monday, N ov.ll, where he will take a
F u r n i t u r e , C a rp e ts an d D ra p e ri e s ,
six mouths course at Gray’s Business
college.
199-203 L i s b o n St.,
Lew iston, Maine.
Miss Alice Berry leaves this week for
a trip to Auburn where she will spend
a week then return to Mrs. R. G.
Grover’ s.
Misses Lucretia and Katherine Howe
1
a¥
......................
with their brother Alden from North
Rumford spent the day with Mrs. M E.
Pratt Thursday, Nov. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Hall, Mr and
J*
J*
J*
J*
Mrs John Bailey and Sidney Abbott
will attend the convention of the Na
A prominent Liverm ore, M aine, citizen elated and wants
tional grange in Auburn, commencing
everybody to know the cause.
Nov. 13.
Rev. J. A. Waterworth pastor of And
L iv e r m o b k , Ma in e , O ctobor l, 1901.
over Congregational church has begun a
The Hubeck Medicine Com pany:
series of Sunday morning sermons on
I want to express my deep gratitude to you, also to let the good people o f
Maine know o f the wonderful benefits derived from the use of Dr Bubeck’s Kidney
“ Things that pertain to Life and God
and Liver Cure. I have suffered for years with diseased kidneys and other kindred
liness.” Nov. 17, Faith and Virtue;
troubles. Other m edicines have not had the desired benefit. I have taken but six
or seven bottles o f your great remedy, and my cure Is a wonder even to m yself, and
Mrs. Lincoln Dresser is slowly im
. l a m not taking any m edicine now, for the reason that I NEED NO MORE.
proving. Her nephew, Dr. Henry P.
Yours In deep gratitude,
Merrill Jr,, of Portland, who has just
D. F. BLUNT.
finished a course at St. Margaret’ s and
St. Vincent’ s hospitals in New York
We want everybody reading the above testimonial, to go down
has been with her. Her sister, Mrs.
to their druggist or general dealer, to-day, and get a
Fannie Dresser is with her.

One More Chance
50 Cent
Wool Carpets.

BR AD FO RD, CONAIMT & C O .,

NO NEED OF MORE.

Free Sample Bottle
or a full size bottle, only $1.0 0 .
send direct to

I f he does not have the medicine

T H E B U B E C K M ED ICIN E COM PANY,
Incorporated.
L i v e r m o r e Falls, M a i n e .
B r a n c h O f f ic e foi M a i n e T r a d e .

Startling, 15ut True.
“ If every one knew what a grand
medicine Dr. King’ s New -Life Pills is,”
writes D. H. Turner, Dempseytown, Pa.,
“ you’d sell all you have in a day. Two
weeks’ use has made a new man of me.”
Infallible for constipation, stomach and
liver troubles. 25c at W. A. D. Cragin’s
drug store.

15.
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ALARM CLOCKS

Glenwood

to get you out the dark,
mornings is what you
need.
I have them for £ 1 . 0 0
th a t give the alarm when
yo u want it.
[ have some P retty Chi
na
and
fancy G ilt
Clocks besides the regu
lar house clock.

Ran

M a k e C o o k in g Easy.
P H IL L IP S H D W E

C O ., P H IL L I P S , M E .

D R Y A N D F A N C Y G O O D S.

A. M. GREENWOOD,

I D R Y A N D F A N C Y G O O D S.

Jewelry and Furniture.
* *

1 ricot Flannel, all wool,
29c
French Flannel,
50c
Imitation of French Flannel,
12 1=2 to 18c
Black Cheviot 60 in. wide, $1.00

9
5
9
Suitings, all colors, 50c to $1.50 i
Heavy Storm Skirtings,
9
50c to $1.50

*

PICTURE FRAMES
made to order.

•

1

A Warm Piece of Fnrnitnre I

(A Bargain.)

Waists, Skirts
9
and Suits

That’s what you will need
for the parlor or sitting
room this winter.
Y o u 4*
will find the

Kineo Grand Stove
A good thing for
money.

little

E. C. L U F K I N , Phillips. J
The

W o n d e r and C y c l o n e

Made to ord^r, and prom ptly delivered to
custom ers.

STO V ES

A Fit Guaranteed.

are the best Stoves on the market for
the money,as they heat with less wood
than an) other stove, make no ashes
or dirt in the room. Fire will never
go out with proper attention, and will
keep fire from 24 to 48 hours without
being disturbed. It can also be re
gulated to heat large or small rooms
with one-half to one-forrth less fuel
than any stove on the market. It is
the greatest chunk, stump and knot
burning stove out.
Call and see
them, from $5.0 0 up.

9
Q. B. SED Q ELEY.
6
i
AWell Stocked Store tells its own Story.
C o m e to m y store and let it tell you stories about

Stoves, Tinware and Hardware,
Doors, Sash, Blinds and Builders’
Hardware, Paints, Oils and Glass.

Iron and W ood W ork*

Plumbing and Piping promptly attended to.
Sporting Goods.

I am now prepared to do all kinds

Wholesale and Retail. of carriage, iron and wood work and

W ILFR ED HcLEARY,
FARniNQTON,

B L A C K S M I T H I N G

-

flAINE.

painting.
All kinds of hard wood
lumber, and all kinds of repair*
kept on hand. Heavy farm wagon*
built to order.
Horseshoeing and
job work a specialty.
I am now able to attend the work m yself.

T. R. WING,
P hillip s,

If your children are listless, tired and thin, use True’s Elixir. It
expels worms, and all impurities in the stomach and bowels, purifies
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic. Used as a household remedy for
half a century, and everywhere commended. Give it to the children
at regular intervals to guard against worms.

TRUES
PIN W O R M

-

-

-

Maine*

G. E. RIDEOUT.
Blacksmith,
Phillips, - Maine.
BUSINESS

CARDS.

E. B . G V B R I E R , M . D .

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Phillips. Ms

E L IX IR

OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.
Office at residence. Telephone connection.

gives appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children, healthy sleep and healthful
activity. It is one o f the most valuable helps for growing children. Expels worms,
so frequent in childhood. Restores the natural activity of youth, 3 5 cents a bot
tle at druggists, Write for free book on “ Children and their Diseases.” Special
treatment for tape worms Write for free circular.

c. l . t o o t h a k e h , m . d .
Physician & Snrpon, Phillips, Me.
Office at residence.

Telephone connection

DR. J. P. TR U E & CO., A uburn, Me.

H A R R Y F. B E E D Y ,
A TTO R N E Y
AT LA W ,
Call and See My

A safe thing to have in the
pocket is a

Line of Harness,

Harrington &
Richardson
Revolver.

Summer and fall lap robes from 25 cents Jto
$4.50. Finest fine of dress suit cases and
band satchels ever in town. Hammocks all
styles and prices. Goods sold at great bar
gains for cash.

A ll the good points in R e 
volvers are combined in this
one. In my lot you can find
one that will please you.

Fremont Scammon,
Phillips, Maine.

F. E. L E S L I E , M . D.,

Physician and Surgeon,
An d ov er . M a i n e .

From $8.00 Up.

J. W . C A R L T O N ,
U p p e r V il l a g e ,
Phillips.

Little Ripans Tabules
Taken when in pain
Knock out dread dvspepsia
Bring back health again.
WANTED —A care of bad health that K-I-P
A-N-S will ro t b e ’ efit. They banish pain and
prolong fife One gives relief. 10 for 5 cents
at orug stores. Ten samp 1 es and one thous
and testimonials mailed to any address for
5 cents, forwarded to the Ripans Chemical
, Co , No. 10 Spruce St., New York.

OFFICE, BEAI BLOCK, PHILLIPS, ME.
Telephone Connections.
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

N. P. NOBLE-.

TIM BERLAKE
£ NOBLE,
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block,
Phillips, M*.
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections will receive prompt attention.

B. E M E R Y P R A T T ,
Attorney at Law andSoIicitor in Equity
Practices in state and U. S. courts. WiO
gives personal attention to cases In supreme:
judicial, superior, probate, or municipal
courts in Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin
counties, and to any bankruptcy cases.
Dirigo Telephone.
Livermore Falls, Maine

FI RE.

Are you a business man? Are you a house
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your a m ety will be relieved if you carry fire insux
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-Americar
or Niagara Fire Insurance companies.
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y , A g e n t,

Phillips, riafig*

S. L. Savage.
Carriage work and wood work o f every
description done in a workmanlike manner.
Over H. M. Staple’s blacksmith shop.

M A IN E
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TALK OF NORTH

FRANKLIN i TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.

—S. G. Haley is ready to buy poultr]'. | —There will be a dance at Dewey
Nov. 28.
—Mrs. Sarah Hosrner has returned to hall, Thanksgiving night,
Oyster supper will ¥ served. Orches
her home in Wilton.
—Mrs. Flora Carr of Strong was in tra of three pieces. Parker & Keene,
proprietors.
town one day last week.
—Mr. F. H. Worthley, who has been
—The assembly will be held in Bates
at Sbawmut of late, will be in Newport,
hall, Monday night, Nov. 18.
N. H., this winter. He has been here a
— Mr. Waldron Staples who is work few days before going to Newport. His
ing at Madrid was in town Monday.
family will remain with his parents dur
—Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Vining have re ing the winter.
turned to their home in Livermore Falls.
—The strong wind of Sunday threat
—Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Austin of King- ened havoc, but in reality did but very
field spent Sunday at W. V. Larrabee’s. little. The only damage reported to us
—An exchange states that Alexander was at the park. A row of cattle sheds
Matthews of Lincoln has petitioned and quite a piece of the park fence
were blown down.
into insolvency.
—In a recent note to a friend Maj.
—Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Berry of West
Farmington spent a few days this week Dill says: “ Your postal of Oct. 19 brings
the sad news that Bro. Robinson is
with friends in town.
—Mr. H. B. Austin and his sister Mrs. dying. I picked him up at the battle
Mabel Austin Clement returned from of Fredericksburg and helped him to
the hospital where his wound was
Boston the first of this week.
dressed.”
—Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Dill are
—Mr. Harry Berry, who has been in
spending a few weeks with their son,
charge of the electric light station here
Mr. Geo. A. Dill of Everett, Mass.
since its installation, will soon go to his
—The King’ s Daughters will meet home in Cambridge, and assist instal
with Mrs. E. H. Shepard next Friday ling a private electric plant for one of
evening. A large attendance is desired. the wealthy residents of the city. Be
—Mr. Alden Blanchard of Rumford fore going he will do some wiring in
Falls formerly of Phillips has been ill town. Walter Grover has left the em
with typhoid fever but is now improv ploy of the railroad and will have
ing.
charge of the station.
—The coming marriage is announced
—Mr. Lewis Prescott of Phillips re
of Miss Margaret Elizabeth Heck to ceived word a few days ago of the death
Frederick Bacon Burns, Nov. 19, at of his wife’s sister, Mrs. J. M. Trafton
Frederick, Md.
of Old Orchard last Friday night cf
—Mrs. D. F. Field who has been ill heart trouble. Mrs. Trafton was Sowith typhoid fever has so far recovered phronia Norcross, daughter of the late
that she appeared at supper one even Nathaniel Norcross of Madrid, formerly
of Chesterville.
Mrs. Trafton leaves
ing this week.
— Mr. A. A. Robinson of Los Angeles, only a husband, her three children all
California writes friends in town that being dead. Mrs. Trafton had four sis
he will pass the coming winter in Tuc ters and one brother, n o w Mrs. Pres
cott is the only one left of the family.
son, Arizona.
—Invitations are out for the marriage
reception of Miss Martha Jane Kempton
and Mr. Frank Charles Luce in Med
ford, Mass., November 26.
—Eggs are very scarce and high, hav
ing risen several cents a dozen in price
within a few days. Dealers cannot get
enough to supply their customers.
—Mrs. Emma Austin who has been
spending a few weeks at her old home
with her mother and brother in Avon,
has returned to her home in Lowell,
Mass.
—The committe on nominations ap
pointed at the last meeting of the Young
Peoples society are Rev. J. B. Ranger,
Edgar Toothaker, A. M. Greenwood,
Miss Jessie Toothaker.
—Business of much importance will
come before the Free Baptist church at
the regular conference next Saturday
evening. It is asked that the members
endeavor to be present.
—A regular meeting of North Frank
lin Pomona Grange P. of H. No. 22, will
be held with Aurora grange, Strong,
Thursday, Nov. 21, at 10 a. m. Picnic
dinner.
C l a r a F r e n c h , Sec’ y.
—Rev. W. F. Berry of Waterville,
secretory of the Christian Civic league
of Maine will speak on the work of the
league at Bates hall at 7.30 o ’clock,
Thursday evening.
—Mr. D. W. Brown who has been
surveying for the Phillips & Rangeley
railroad above Redington was called
home Thursday by the death of his lit
tle daughter, Ailen, which occured Wed
nesday.
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

S. G. Haley has oysters every Thurs
day night.
M. C. Bangs & Co, speak of winter
hats.
See what D. F. Hoyt & Co. say about
pants.
If you have to arise early get an alarm
clock of A. M. Greenwood.
Ladies suitings at Sedgeloy’ s.
The Fine Art toilet soap, sold by W.
A. D. Cragin, is a real luxury.
Bana Beal advertises French flannel
waists.
For fine job printing go to the M a i n e
W o od s office.

Another chance on carpets, Bradford,
Conant & Co., Lewiston.
Go to Eastman Brothers & Bancroft,
Portland, for furs.
Birch and poplar wanted at Strong
toothpick mill.
B. C. Richardson, Strong, oculist, in
serts card.
When you have a cough, try Mitchell’s
White Pine and Tar cough syrup, Kingfield.
D. S. Austin, Kingfield, calls atten
tion to footwear and groceries.
Lamps, fall and Xmas goods in good
assortment at J. A. Linscott’ s, Kingfield.
S. J. Wyman, Kingfield, will interest
purchasers of day or night wear.
M a i n e W oods till Jan. 1, 1603, for
$ 1.00.
Pictures for Xmas, furniture, carpet
ing, etc., at E. H. Marwick’s, Farm
ington.
If you want a fountain pen that won’t
leak consult Cragin & Hodgdon, Farm
ington.
Men wanted by Jenkins, Bogert Co.,
Kingfield.
Resolutions of respect.
Rice & Paine are selling the furs
needed for cold weather.

Christmas

Number
Woods.

of

Maine

We shall endeavor to give to our
readers an attractive Christmas number
of M a i n e W o o d s .
We would invite
from our readers contributions of short
Xmas incidents and curious happenings.
If you have any in mind please send
them in early to the M a i n e W o o d s
office.

Obituary.
LENA M. SWEETSER.

Lena M. Webber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. C. Webber was born in P hillips, Me., Aug.
1,1872. She was one of a fam ily of nine chil
dren, six of whom are now living to bless
the aged mother who still remains with them.
On the first day of September, 1890, she was
united in marriage to Mr. Charles Sweetser
of Phillips and the strong cords of love re
mained unbroken until they were broken in
death. During these years of joy and sorrow
which they have mutually shared, their
hearts have been made to rejoice in the birth
of two little boys, Charles Ardiue and Hazen
Elwin, whose ages are seven an<J ten years.
In rearing these and caring for the home the
Christian qualities o f the deceased were
strongly manifested. She considered these
duties as a great and noble mission and set
forth to perform them as well as possible,
which we believe she did.
Mrs. Sweetser was converted in early life
to the Christian faith after which she united
witli the Congregationlist church of this v il
lage and remained a member of such until
her death, ever showing a great interest in
things moral and spiritual.
In the community she was loved and re
spected. To this a very large circle of friends
and associates most truly testify. Not only in
her home were her kind words and helping
ways manifested, but where ever there was
a need and it was possible for her to respond
she did so most willingly. The friends who
mourn her loss cherish these many kindly
acts ana friendly » ays as precious memen
toes. She was a member oi the Ladies Social
union of the Congregational church and also
of that patrotic order, the Daughters of Lib
erty. It was at a meeting of the latter that
the disease which so hastily caused her death
attacked her. She was borne to her home
and remained unconscious nearly all of the
time until her death, which occurred Nov. 5,
after an illness of a little more than one week.
There are doubtless many more things which
might be said of Mrs. Sweetser, but the Chris
tian life which displayed itself in the love for
her husband and children, doing kll that she
could to help and bless them, also in the help
fulness to friends and society, prove to us
with a testimony more than words can ex
press, that she Jived not in vain.
The funeral services occurred at her home
Nov. 7, and a large circle of friends and rela
tives were present. Rev. J. B. Ranger offi
ciated. The singing was by the choir of the
Union church which rendered some excellent
selections. Beautiful flowers were presented
by the Ladies’ Social union, the Daughters of
Liberty and friends. The afflicted family
have the sympathy of all.
“ Her suffering ended with the day
Yet lived she at its close,
And breathed the long, long night, away
In statue like repose.
But when ihe sun, in all his state,
Illumed the eastern skies,
She passed through glory’s morning gate,
And walked in paradise.”

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

If you haven’t a regular, healthy movement of the
bowels every day, you’re ill or will be. Keep your
bowels open, and be well. Force, in the shape of violent physic or pill poison, is dangerous. The smooth
est, easiest, most perfect way of keeping the bowels
Clear and clean is to take

CANDY
CATHARTIC

HAMILTON RECORD.

Last Thussday, Nov. 7, Mr. Hamilton
Record, one of the oldest citizens of
Phillips quietly passed away. Mr.
Record was born in Readfield, Me., Nov.
14, 1812. When he was 15 years old he
accompanied his father to Phillips.
His father purchased the James Tuck
farm in the west part of the town. Mr.
Record lived in Freemau for 11 years
and then returned to Phillips. He was
married April 18, 1838. Six children
were born to Mr. and Mrs. Record, four
sons and two daughters. They all sur
vive but one daughter. Mr. Record’ s
old neighbors held him in high esteem.
He was an industrious, peaceable and
successful farmer. In 1889 with many
others he was converted and identified
himself with the Methodist church.
For the past two years he suffered much
from a cancer, which hastened Id s death.
He was only confined to his bed a week.
The funeral services were held at his
late residence Sunday afternoon, Rev.
J. E. Clancy officiating.

Births.

work
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
Never Sicken, Weaken, or Gripe, 10, 25, and 50 cents
per box. Write for free sample, and booklet on
health. Address
433

STERLING REMEDY COMPANY, CHICAGO or NEW YORK.

KEEP YOUR BLOOD GLEAN

NOVEMBER

IN KING FIELD TOWN.

15,

1908

TUNNICLIFF’S VERSION.

Work Rebuilding Engine Rouse Was All Right In Offering to £
£
o f Huse Mill Begun Early.
Collect Accounts.
£
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The high wind of Sunday was no’ the
cause of much damage, though it did
blow down a chimney on Page’s livery
stable.
The most interesting thing
connected with it was what happened to
Mr. D. S. Austin and wife, who were
driving over from Phillips that after
noon. While driving across the Salem
flats where the wind is always fierce,
Mr. Austin did his best to keep his
horse going fast enough to straighten
the tugs, but was unable to do so. At
the same time the wind set the wagon
over almost out of the road. It is re
ported, too, that Mr. Austin received
the greater force of the wind and was
blown into town an hour ahead of his
wife.
Rev. B. M. Edwards, assistant state
agent, is expected here this week to
hold special services in the Free BaptLt
church. The other societies are invited
to participate in the services.
The Huse Spool & Bobbin company
had the lumber all out and ready for
use in rebuilding the engine house the
first of the week. They do not intend
to let any time be lost.
Mr. S. J. Wyman has a good stock of
rubbers on hand which he will sell at
prices that are right. He will meet any
one on prices. For further information
call at his store.
The ladies of the Universalist church
are preparing for their annual fair to be
held the second week in December.
Mr. 0. W. French has put an iron
roof on his saw mill, and has put in a
furnace to heat the upper part of the
mill where he will work during the win
ter. It is working to perfection at pres
ent.
The rcently organized chapter 0. E. S.
is doing great work and is taking new
members fast.
The Masons are rushed
with work, and the lodge is fast gaining
in membership.
William Slom, a dry and fancy goods
peddler, had a break down near Carrabassett,
Friday night.
The heavy
load'was too much for the axles and
they gave way. He had to come to
Kingfield and get repairs.
Rev. E. S. J. McAlister of Portland
gave a very intererestiDg temperance
lecture Wednesday night.
J. A. Linscott has a good selection of
fall and holiday articles at his store. It
is a stock that is seldom found in a
small town. He will be pleased to show
goods and give prices.
Agnes, the little daughter of Mrs.
Kate Porter, swallowed a stick pin
Saturday night. It was in the shape of
a large beetle. The pin stuck in her
throat, from which it was finally dis
lodged.
Mr. F. W. Cross, who has been visit
ing in Skowhegan for a time has re
turned to Kingfield.
The singing scqool is growing in num
bers. New members come in every
night.
Glick & Slosberg have opened a fur
nishing store in French’s block.

How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transac
tions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by tlieir firm.
W e s t & T k u a x , Wholesale Druggists, Tole
do, O.
W a l d i n g , K in n a n & M a r v i n , Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system. Price, 75c per bottle
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.

Copies o f Maine Woods Wanted.
We find missing from our files copies
of the following numbers: August 17,
1900; August 24, 1900; September 14,
1900 and October 25, 1901. We should
be very glad if persons having copies of
these issues would send them to this
office where we shall be glad to buy the
same.

Wanted Boys and Girls.
We want agents to sell our collar buttons at
5 cents each and earn watches, rings and
many other presents. Send your name and
address and we will send goods. When sold
send us the m oney and we will send pre
mium.
E v e l y n N o v e l t y Co.,
North Attleboro, Mass.

Resolutions.
W h e r e a s P rovidence, in its infinite wis
dom lias ca lled from this to a hig h er exist
ence our friend and brother, E. M. Robinson,
be it th erefore by us r e so lv e d :

That in the death of Mr. Robinson, Hope
Rebekah lodge has lost an upright and hon
ored member, the community a loyal and re
spected citizen.
That in token o f our love and esteem and in
appreciation o f his m any virtues, the lodge

In the M a in e W oods last week appeared
an article relating to methods employed by
Mr. Tunnicliff in connection with Maine Sav
ings banks. Similar articles appeared in
various papers of the state. The Boston Herald
prints Mr Tunnicliff’ s side of the case and
states that he was all right in his offer to
make the collection and that the methods
used were correct. It gives the whole liist ry of the case and shows Mr. Tunnicliff up
in a different light. According to this arti
cle, the incident closed with perfect satisfac
tion both to Mr. Tunnicliff and Mrs. Blake.
Mr. Tunnicliff is a lawyer of high standing,
a resident of Omaha, Neb., and makes a
specialty o f locating lost heirs to property.
The letter sent Mrs. Blake was one of his cir
cular letters. Among his credentials are let
ters from ex-Governor Chas. H. Dietrich,
Wm. J. Bryan, C. J. Sm>tli, late attorney gen
eral o f Nebraska, and others.

First Snowstorm o f Season.
Snow began to fall Tuesday and has
fallen steadily ever since. At the time
of going to press it is falling very light
ly. Over a foot has fallen.
At Rangeley there is 15 inches on the ground.

£
£
£

£

Outing Flannel

£
£
£

Nightgowns

£

that is, the best light is $
given by our new

£
£

♦

The lamps too, are beau- jj;
ties.
I might say a word about

Crockery

L a d i e s ’ Skirts.

£

but

Leggins and

when

you

see

the Y

goods they w ill speak for 4

Rubbers

£
£
£
£
£

+

Parlor Lamps, i

for Ladies, M isses and
Children.
A ll prices
fron 40c to $ 1.2 5 .

themselves.

for M en and Boys— a
full line. Price lowest
in town.
t

however,

I will say, ♦
that

the

only $

break in the whole lot is a
the
I

Puffs and Quilts.

£
£
£
£
£
£

School Notes.

The light for the parlor— §

H ere are a few articles
that I have in stock anti
which w ill interest you.
I f you miss something
perhaps we can find it.

Break in Prices.

I have the most com
plete stock of dry goods
and footwear in town.

♦

Miss Winnifred llarnden is absent on
account of sickness.
It would seem that there are several
S. J. W YH A N ,
artists in the High School room, judging
o
from the drawings on the blackboards
Fresh oysters every Thursday ♦
K in g f i e l d , - M a i n e .
in the laboratory. They were done by
N ig h t.
♦
members of the junior zoology class.
In the absence of Miss Lillian
Sweetser for a few days last aweek Miss
Atwood had charge of the Grammar
room, assisted by Miss Florence Smith. O O O o o . . - . o o O O O O O O o o - • • o o O O O O O O o o .- ••0 0 0 O
There are several th irgs in
The plants in the different rooms are °
O
o Only good things are worth 5 JO B P R I N T I N G
beginning to freeze already.
Lyceums come every other Friday af
that interest the prospective cus
buying. Men go to
ternoon.
tomer. H e wants to know whether
Teachers’ convention will be held at
or not he will get the work done
Farmington on Friday of this week.
§
The Phillips schools will be represented O For B oo t s, Sh oes ,
when it is promised.
He wants
L u m b e rm e n ’s Rubby Mr. Frost, Miss Jessie Toothaker ?
to
know
if
the
work
w
ill
be
and the Misses Atwood.
g
bers, L e e ^ i n s and
|

S. G. Haley, i

g D. S A U S T IN ’S

Moccasins.
8 CLEAN
T h e M a l o n e y all w o o l §
and up to date in style of type.
o P a n t for $ 3 . 0 0
§
He wants a modern job. I deliver
o is a bargain.
Here you w ill find a °
g

(Quantities o f Nice Birch.
Austin & Company, the spool manu
facturers of Phillips, are having excel
lent success cutting whitfe birch on
Sandy River Plantation. They have a
nice plant in the woods and the birch on
their stumpage territory is of good size
and excellent quality. They will get
much more wood during the coming
winter than they have secured in any
one year since their plant has been lo
cated in Phillips.

o
?
;

choice line o f GROCERIES which I
will sell for cash only. A lim ited

o for goods.
O

f;

D. S. Austin,

g K in g f i e l d .

G. F.

Q

o

°

Maine. 8

O

R. D. SI SONS, M. 1).,
Physician and Surgeon.

c

o

§ B u y f o r cash a n d save m oney,

O O O o o * . -.o o O O O O O O o o .. . . 0 0 O O O O O 0

KINGFIELD,
Telephone.
MAINE.

*
•

am ou n t o f p rod u ce ta k en in e x c h a n g e

o

0

o

- • •ooO O O

E . L. P E N N E L L , M . D.,
Physician and Surgeon,
Telephone, 7-3.

LOWELL,

KINGFIELD.
MAINE.

For Confectionery,

OPTICIAN .

Stationery and Cigars

Eyes Tested Free.

GO TO
K IN G F IE L D , M E .

work when promised or make no
charge. It is done with the latest
faces of type and the press work is
first class.
A S K F O R P R IC E S .
J . W. B R A C K E T T ,
Publisher, M a i n e W o o d s ,
Phillips, Maine.

Dwelling House For Sale.
I have a dwelling house situated in Ph illlps
village In'a very desirable location which I
will sell at a reasonable price. The house Is
one of the best in the town and is in thorough
repair. Address,
W k s t o k U. T o o t h a k e r ,
Rumtord Falls, Me.

Wanted,
At Dime, six experienced lathe men to work
in our Novelty Mill. Apply to

E. C. S T A N L E Y , Kingfield.

J

e n k in s

& Bo

g e r t

M

f g

. C o ..

Kingfield, Me.

M IT C H E L L ’S
W hite Pine and
Tar Cough Syrup

♦

King Quality Shoes.

is the kind that cures. Every bottle
is guaranteed or money refunded. Ac
cept no other, fo r it w ill cure the
cough that keeps you awake at night
Try a bottle and be relieved. 25 cents
a bottle at

A

WE SELL

L. L. MITCHELL’S, Druggist,
K IN G F IE LD ,

j i

MAINE.

LO W in Price but
HIGH in Quality
are the goods I have to offer for the
H O L I D A Y S . Here are a fevy
things lor your consideration.
L A M P S — they w ill take your eye
even before they are lighted.
C H IN A — a good assortment, fan
cy goods etc.
Before purchasing
your F A L L and X M A S good give
me a call.

|PANTS

I

RIGHT

J. A. LINSCOTT,
K i n g fi e l d ,

-

Maine.

PANTS that are well made, ^
♦
PANTS that will fit,
*
♦
PANTS from 28 waist to 48,
That is Tinware, *
PANTS that will please you.
And every piece w arranted *
If it ru sts come and g et y o u r *
PANTS that you can buy
money.
a,
reasonable,
^
Y o n will find this a t
4"
PANTS that you can buy of 4 ”
^
us cheaper than most deal= j '
ers can purchase them.
T.
KINGFIELD, MAINE.
If you want PANTS come to ^
Blacksmithing Solicited.
^-ftus, and if you want CLOTHING of any description this is
the place to buy it.
4 -j
*

Tinware

A. R. Thurston’s,

room be draped In m ourning; th at these res
I wish to give notice that I have bought out
Weld,Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. H. G. S wett, a olutions b e prin ted in Ma in e W o o d s , and a
the O. W. Russell blacksmith shop on Bridge
daughter.
co p y be spread upon the records o f the lodge,
street and solicit the patronage o f all.
Weld, Nov. 6 , to Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Noyes and also one be sent to the fam ily.
a daughter.
B l a n c h e K e n n is t o n , ) Committee
Ox and horse shoeing a specialty.
B e r t a M. Ho l t ,
[
on
Chesterville, Nov. 9, to Mr.;and Mrs. Harry
Having had years o f experience, I can guar
L u c y B. Br a c k e t t , ) Resolutions* antee satisfaction.
Gordon, a son.
W . C. B e e d y ,
Rangeley, Nov. —, to Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Phillips, Me.
Nickerson, a daughter.

Resolutions o f Respect.

Marriages.

E A T SENI L I K E C A N D Y

WOODS,

Wilton, Nov. 1 0 , by John D. Furnel, Esq.,
Geo. E. Welch of Temple and Miss Ella Welch
of Wilton.
Phillips, Nov. 9, by Rev. J. B. Ranger, Chas.
S. Prescott and Iona E. Heath, both of Phil
lips.

Heaths.
Farmington,
Nov. 8 , Charles Collins
Rounds, Pli. D., aged 70 years, 2 mos., 24 days.
Phillips, Nov. 7, Hamilton Record, aged 88
years, 1 1 months, 28 days.
South Chesterville, Nov. 8 , Isaac P.
Knowles, aged about 80 years.

W h e r e a s the allwise Ruler has seen fit to

remove from Cushman Post No. 87, G. A. R.,
a valued member and comrade, E. M. Robin
son.
R e s o l v e d , that while we as a Post
deplore the loss of one whom we, as com
rades and as a community respected and
loved for his raanv sterling qualities of mind
and heart we bow in submission to the will
of Him wlto doetli all things well.
R e s o l v e d that the charter o f our Post be

draped.

R e s o l v e d that a cop y o f these resolutions
be spread upon the records o f t he Post and
inserted in the M atne W oods an d a copy be
forw ard ed to the fa m ily o f our com rade.
Ho r a c e P resco tt,

F. B. S w e e t s e r ,
W . s. R u s s e l l .

A well painted Wagon or Sleigh
gives pleasure to the rider.
I can
paint them to please you.
I am also ready to do all kinds of
wood w o r k ..

C E O . S T A P L E S , - Phil lip s.
For Service.
Merry Boy 8 th of Hood Farm, 60200 A. J. C.
C., sired by Merry Marden’ s son, he by Brown
Bessie’s son. Service fee $1.50 at time of
service.
DAn ’ l . H. So u l e . Prop’r ,
Phillips, Me.

D. F . H O Y T & C O ., |
No. 5 Beal Block,
^
- f P H IL L IP S ,
M AIN E.
^

♦$4

Agency for the Universal Steam Laundry.

Y|

*^*F*F^'4*'

M A IN E
IN AN1) ABOUT STRONG.

NEW SQUARE MILL.

Sermon Before Graduating Class Narrow Gauge Roads to Make
o f High School.
Connections Here.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.]

[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.l

Nov. 12, 1901.
Mr. Leonard Atwood, general man
The furnace recently put into the M.
E. church is working finely and great ager of the Wiscasset, Waterville&Farm
credit is due the Ladies’ Aid society for ington railroad m ade arrangements N jv .
having so extensive a job plauned and 5ch with Lucius Tuttle, presideut of
carried out. It is understood plans are the Boston & Maine and with Geo. F
maturing for remodeling and beautify Evans, general manager of the Maine
ing the inside of the church at no dis Central railroad whereby all objections
on the part of the Boston & Maine and
tant day.
Sunday, the 10th,the people listened the Maine Central railroads to connec
to a fine sermon by Rev T. N. Kewley tions by the Wiscasset, Waterville &
at tbe M. E. church to the graduating Farmington railroad with the Sandy
class of Strong High school.
Many River railroad on the land of the Maine
words of wisdom and truth were spoken Central railroad at Farmington have
which would profit anyone to heed and been removed.
Mr. Atwood informs a Maine W oods
practice. Special music was furnished
by a fine chorus of twenty-two
voices representative that work will be com
led by Prof. Wight which reminds one menced at once in the Farmington yard
and that connections will be completed
of the chorus of thirty years ago, w'hen in a very short time. lie says the crew
to see from fifteen to twenty singers in |working between Week’s Mills aud
the choir was no uncommon sight. Mr. Waterville will reach North Vassalboro
Wight favored the audience
with a by the middle of this week and Winslow
during the month and that they have
beautiful sacred song.
already reached East Vassalboro. He
W. L. Taylor has the staging up to re reports that work is progressing finely
pair his house and expects a crew on all along the line.
Str o n g , N ov. 12, 1001.

F a r m i n g t o n , M e .,

WOODS,

NOVEMBER

lias been sick for a short time of heart
disease, in fact so short a time that
many of his friends did not even know
of his sickness.
He was born in Waterford, Maine,
Aug. 15, 1831, and when very young
learned the printer’s trade.
Later he
graduated from Dartmouth college and
up to the time of liis death lias done all
in his power to promote education
throughout the United States.
For three years Dr. Rounds vvas prin
cipal of the Normal school at Plymouth,
N. H.
J
Since he severed his connection with
actual teaching he has devoted his time
to traveling from state to state lecturing upon educational subjects.
A t the time of his death, he was pre
paring for a trip to California in behalf
of education.
Dr. Rounds leaves a widow' and four
children. The funeral wras held at the
Okl South church, Monday afternoon, a
host of friends attending to. pay their
last respects to the dead.

15,

1901.
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Rice & Paine
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o f this paper to call on them S &

Mi
Mi
Mi

FU R SCARFS,
CO LLARETTES

#
iff
*

C A P E S and M U F F S
ever on sale in this section.
J*

J*

Prof. Geo. C. Purington delivered his
interesting lecture on the Passion Play
last Friday evening, in Normal hall.
The hall was nearly full and all fully
appreciated the lecture.
For nearly ten years Miss Nellie A.
Skinner of Porte Clyde has been con
nected with the Normal school as teach
RICE & PAINE,
er of drawing, geometry and Latin, but
has now resigned her position to take j
26 Broadwav,
effect at the close of this term.
As a ! g
mark o respect and appreciation of the I K F a r m i n g t o n ,
Maine.
instruction imparted by their beloved j
teacher, the school will give her a fare-! § Eastern and DIrigo telephones.
well reception in Normal hall Thursday j
evening from 8 o’ clock until 9.30, t o ;
which all friends are cordially invited.
The annual Teachers’ Convention of
Franklin county will be held in Normal
hall, Friday and Saturday of this week.

PICTURES
FOR

CHRISTMAS.

*

I

A l s o a select line of
all kinds of

Of

m
#

Winter Hat?

*

W i l l make a s p e c - *
ialty of
*
I

*

F u r Scarfs in Coney, at $ 1.5 0
“
“
“ Electus Seal
$2.oo to 7.50
“
“
“ Martin
#3.50 to 10.00
“
“
“ Beaver
$6 .50 to 9.50
“ Collarettes $ 3 .5 0 10 1 2 .5 0
“ Capes
5.00 “ 30.00
“ Muffs
.50 “ 5.00

Have you pur ch a se d
your j*
j*
jt

FARMINGTON,

iff

and see the finest display of

J*

H. Marwick.

*

are anxious for all the readers

m
m

Furniture,

m
*
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Mi

V
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Y
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M .C .B A N G S & C O .,

*

Mt
Mi

No. 6 Beal Block,
PHILLIPS, - M A IN E .

*

m
Mi
m The Ladies
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Carpeting, Straw

mu

Matting, etc0

Mi

French
Flannel
Waists, i

N O TIC E .

•

Your choice of
Colors.
J*

I Fountain Pens. I

^MiM

liMmMli

M

M
M
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M
^

Mi

m EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
Mt

Mi

UR

Chas. 8. Richardson,

Mt

GARMENTS

<•$•> W ear a Long Time.
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Mi
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Wall Paper

Curtains

j

Mi
Mi

j

Mi
Mi
Mi

Lumber Wanted •

Everything desirable in Furs.
We want you to see them.

E a stm a n B ros.

Cut this out and take it to the drug
stores of W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E.
H. Whitney, Rangeley; C. E. Dyer,
Strong, and L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield,
and get a free sample of Chamberlain’ s
Stomach and Liver Tablets, the best
physic. They cleanse and invigorate
the stomach, improve the appetite and
regulate the bowels. Regular size, 25c,
per box.

& M egantic and Phillips &
Rangeley railroads.
F o r prices and further infor
mation, apply to

J. C . TIR R E L L ,
Superintendent.
.e r

P o r t la n d ,

Mi
Mt
Mi
Mt

(&L B a n c ro ft, Mi
i
M a in e .

Mi
MU

*

?

W ill be interested in :
my stock of

mu

the first of the week to do the work.
Russell Bros. & Estes company are
Dr. J . R . Kit tr idg e, Dentist,
H.
J. Bates and W. L. Guild have pur
building a mill near Hinds’s in No. 4
chased a lot on the north shore of Por where they will saw out the squares for
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .
ter’ s pond and one day last week with a ; their Farmington mil!. The new mill is
WILL BE AT
crew of men, they put in the founda to be 28x36 besides the engine room.
Daniel
Holt’s,
Webb, Oct. 26, p. m.
D. C. McLain's, Berry Mills, Oct. 28, p. m.
tion for a cottage t ) be erected in the ; Their carpenter has now a crew of men
|at work on the construction. They
John Trask’s, Weld, Oct 29.
early spring.
Hotel Franklin. Strong, Nov. 9.
; could employ about 30 men on it if they
Lewis Reed’s. Reed’s Mill, Nov. 11.
The friends of David Moores have had could get them. Mr. W. V. Larrabee is
Oquossoc House, Rangeley, Nov. 12 to 13.
a subscription paper out for contribu-1 raoving, this week, a 100 horse power
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, Nov. 15.
Shaw House, Eustis, Nov 16.
i.,™
i__ : „ i •
Sboiler from Farmington to that place.
Lake House, Flagstaff, Nov. 18.
i i % ng us eyes o p e i-( The mill is situated about three miles
Mcgalloway, Dec 1 to 14.
ated upon. Mr. Moores expects to go to j from the Hinds place, making in all
Office at Farmington closed from Oct. 24, to
Avon.
Oct. 30; from Nov 8, to Nov. 20; from Dec. 1,
Portland soon to see if he can have a some 3^ miles that the squares will
to Dec. 14.
successful operation and no doubt will j bave to be brought by team before they
The Mt. Blue school closed Friday,
All operations pertaining to dentistry care
W e have taken the agency for
fully performed Special attention given to
return
very
$60 Ca“
8h,Pp°
d moved
on th? twice
,car8‘ to
tThegetfmall
d| Nov. 8, after a term of eleven weeks.
M oore’s Non Leakable Fountain
.
J much benefited. About ^
will have
to be
preserving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
Pen.
without pain a specialty. Artificial work ol
has been raised to help him.
, the lumber there is on the lots, a thing Whole number of pupils seventeen, av
all kinds promptly and carefully done
These pens are constructed on en
fourteen. Those not
Next Sunday Rev. Mr. Craig of Wilton |that will be cheaper than to move the erage number,
Teeth extracted' free 4when plates are made
tirely different principles from
Satisfaction guar
All wc
warranted.
will preach at the Methodist church and lumber to the mill. The birch is to be tardy or absent one-half day were:
other Fountain pens and are with
anteed.
•i
,
. , , ,
i cut on the Hinds land and Coburn es
special music will be furnished by a j.ate A conservative estimate makes Edith, George, Gladys Morton, Bennie
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C. E.
out doubt the nearest perfection of
Marr’s drug store.
any pen ever manufactured. All
large choir led by Prof. Wight
from 50,000 to 75,000 cords of birch that Savage, Violet and Irma Sampson
Telephone connections by the Dirigo.
the undesirable features of other
the company will have to cut. This Shirley Savage was tardy once. Winnie
E.
W. Vining has commenced his win
fountain
pens
have
been
elim
inat
ter’ s lumbering operations. He expects year they will cut only about 1,500 cords, Savage was absent one day on account
ed. Every person that lias carried
and more in succeeding years.
of sickness.
to put into the market from $1,000 to
a fountain pen realizes the neces
S usie L. H a c k e t t , Teacher.
sity o f carrying it in the pocket
$2,000 worth of lumber the coming win
There was a union meeting of fhe
point up, as directed, or their cloth
Mr.
Mason
Parker
closed
a
very
suci
ter.
i churches in the Old South church Sun
ing w ill soon be badly soiled with
The singing class, taught by Prof. day evening. Rev. Mr. Berry, secretary cessful term of school in the townhouse
ink, also their hands when using
Wight of Bethel, is progressing finely. of the Civic league delivered an address last week.
it. Not so with these pens, being
air and ink tight they can be car
A bout sixty scholars attending. We upon the general theme of Anarchy in
Maine.
ried in any position in any pocket
are glad to know Phillips and Kingfield
Taking his text, so to speak, from the
when filled with ink, and cannot
A Startling Surprise.
have secured Mr. W ight for a few even popular demand that anarchy be sup
leak—a feature which fountain pen
Very few could believe in looking at
ings of instruction, as he is a fine in pressed, which the assassination of Pres
users fully appreciate.
Send to us for circulars and prices.
structor. No doubt at the close a co n  ident McKinley called forth, Mr. Berry A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust black
proceeded to show that the disregard of smith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
cert will be given by each class and the the prohibitory and other laws in this he suffered suoh tortures from Rheuma
classes at Phillips, Kingfield and Strong state on the part of officers sworn to tism as few could endure and live. But
enforce such and by citizens is a greater a wonderful change followed his taking
can join in the chorus.
Cragin & Hodgdon, ♦
Electric Bitters. “ Two bottles wholly
Lincoln Smith has added to and re menace than the anarchism of assassina cured
♦
me,” he writes, “ and I have not
tion of a president. He scored the in
modeled his barn and now has one to be consistency of the proprietor of a Maine felt a twinge in over a year.” They reg
S uccessors to L. A. sniTH,
♦
proud of. T o the passer-by it shows j daily paper who refused to obey the law ulate the Kidneys, purify the blood and
<$■
F a r m i n g t o n , - M a i n e . J Send vour Laundry to the FRANKLIN
more plainly than words the marks of forbidding advertisements of liquor and cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Nervous
STEAM LAUNDRY, Farmington, Me.
All
who permitted an open saloon to be ness, improve digestion and give perfect
thrift and progress.
work guaranteed.
TELEPHONE 40-2.
£
maintained*in the basement of his es- health. Try them. Only 50 cts. at W. ♦
J.
F. Worthley has added a fine stable
I HENRY VV. TRUE, A gent,Phillips, v e
1tablishment, while at the same time he A. D. Cragin’ s drug store.
i
AA
to his building which adds greatly to the j published a symposium against anarchy,
beauty of the same. Chas. Dickey was |and lamented its dangers. Mr. Berry
|never spoke more logically or convincmaster workman.
j ingly. It would be difficult for even
L.
A. Worthley has gone to Brighton
! captious critics to take exception to his
with a carload of sheep.
j remarks. He holds to the maine point—
One might think apples
this
year j the necessity for enforcing every law
which the legislature and the people
grew on alder bushes judging from the i have given their sanction to. He does
way Daggett & W ill’ s store platforms : not permit himself to wander into the
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
were piled with them in bags and bar |discussion of temperance or intemper&
MU
His
reiteration
is—enforce
the
rels. Think the farmers must prosper j a n c e *
after such a fine harvest of all crops the ^aw
* Civic league is to be congratula
The
past season.
*
ted on sticking to this single issue; and
Thursday its secretary deserves an impartial hearThe public schools close
*
the 14th for the fall term. The gradu-1 ing wherever he may speak.
*
ating exercises will he held at tbe M. E.
The communinty was greatly shocked
*
church, Thursday evening. Miss Pris last Saturday morning upon hearing of
cilla Alden’s orchestra of Farmington the death of Dr. Clias. C. Rounds, at
home on High street.
Dr. Rounds
will furnish music for the occasion and j his
*
________________________ r_____ _____________
a fine time is expected.
mu
A pleasant gathering was held Satur- :
*
day night at Mr. Samuel Gilman’ s. A
iff
good crowd was there and a pleasant
*
Graduate
time reported.
*
Mr. Marshall Moore, Miss Hickey and j
DOCTOR OF OPTICS,
Miss Grace Gilkey of^Farmington were
*
Mi
in town Sunday.
Strong;,
Maine.
*
At the last stated communication of
In buying F u rs you should seek the very best possible values.
*
Davis Lodge, No. 191, F, and A. M., the |
*
C. W . B E L L , M . D .
following officers were installed by Pastfi
Without question we are showing a line of Furs that critical buyers %
Master Nelson Walker for the ensuing i
w ill appreciate.
year: W. M., F. A. W elch; S. W., W. L. i P h y s i c i a n a n d S u r g e o n .
(Office at residence of J. H. Bell.)
Guild; J. W., C. W. Shaw; treasurer, C. j
Mi
*
The impression seems to be strengthening that no woman’s wardrobe
V. Starbird; secretary, W. M. Vallier;
STRONG,
■
MAINE.
S. D., L. A. Jackman; J. D., W. G. Dur- j Telephone connection
*
is complete without a Fu r Scarf of some kind.
rell; S. S., W. E. Bates; J. S., W. B. Me- j
Keen; marshal, S. D. Gates; chaplain,
Furs are universally becoming, and moreover M i
r ---------------------------------------------7
T. N. Kewley; tyler, Robert Keef.
Furs are sensible.
Cheap Prices in Fall and W in ter f
Mi
Our Specialties:
$
S ty les o f
{
Lana; Plantation.
In Neck Scarfs we have a full line of long boas
$
£
Alaska Seal, h
Elirffe Thomas of Portland was in town
£ — also the fitted Scarfs that are more becoming to
Electric “
>• Coats.
recently.
*
£ some women, and the Cluster Scarfs.
Persian Lam b )
AND —
John R. aud Ray Viles of Flagstaff
#were in town one day last week on busi
The popular Furs used are first and foremost
ness.
\t*
Fox,
eitheqlsabellaJFox
or
Sable
F o x , t|jen Am erican Sable, Bear, Marten
*
SK
IrVin Oakes and wife of Rangeley are
D
Y
E
R
S
C. E.
*
Otter and Opossum.
cooking in the woods for L. B. Taylor.
Drug
S
tore,
•
|
Edwin Cushman of this place and J.
Prices in Neck Scarfs are from $2.g S to 3S 00.
L. Philbrick of Rangeley are about to | S tron g ,
rialne.
MU
commence logging on this township.
Persian and Seal Muffs in the latest styles.
R. O. Dyar will run three
logging
Fu r Trim m ings in variety.
camps this winter.
Mrs. I. W. Greene, who has been very
Fu r lined Capes in reliable models.
ill for two weeks past, is Improving
MU
slowly.
*
The new schoolhouse in District No.
I
2 is all completed with the ’ O. D. Case
AT
desks and will be occupied this week.
J. S. Harris had the
misfortune to I
Strong Toothpick Mill.
|
MU
break a leg last Friday. Mr. Harris was
2500 cords o f white birch,
sinking rocks, when the rock
started
2s'00 cords of white poplar,
suddenly, breaking one leg anfl bruising
for which good prices w ill be
the other badly. Dr.
Brimigion of
Mt
Stratton was quickly summoned to set
paid delivered at the mill, or
4 9 2 - 4 9 8 C on g ress St.,
the leg and at this writing Mr. Harris is
on the cars along the line of
doing well.
the Sandy R iver, Franklin

M fiM
iM

I f not give us a call. We
w ill show you the latest styles
at the right prices.
Miss Shorey our trimmer
will close her engagement with
us Nov. 30, so those desiring
H A T S would do well to call
before that date.

J*

J*

:
s
J*

B A N A H. B E A L , f
Phillips, M a i n e .
•••*«

Notice.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
William Dolbier, late of Kingfield,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of Said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
October 15,1901.

O . C. D

o l b ie r

.

State o f Maine.
RANGELEY, November 4,1901.
, ss .
Taken this fourth day of November, A. D.
1901, on execution dated the eleventh day of
October, A. D. 1901, issued on a judgment ren
dered by the Supreme Judicial Court for the
County of Androscoggin, at a term thereof
begun and held on the third Tuesday of Sep
tember, to wit, on the fifth day of October, A.
D. 1901, in favor of the Lewiston Trust and
Safe Deposit Company, a corporation duly
established by law and located at Lewiston,
in said County o f Androscoggin, against the
Rangeley Real Estate Company, a corpora
tion duly organized by law and located at
Rangeley. in the County of Franklin and
State of Maine, for one thousand four hun
dred eighty-three dollars and forty-eight
cents debt or damage, and ten dollars and
sixty-one cents co ts of suit, and will be sold
at PUBLIC AUCTION at the Town House in
said Rangeley. to the highest bidder, on the
fifth day o f December, A. D. 1901, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, the following de
scribed real estate, and all tbe right, title and
interest which the said Rangeley Real Es
tate Company has and had in and to the
ame on the twenty-eighth day of March, A.
D. 1901, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to w it:
A certain lot or parcel of land situate in
said Rangeley and being a part of the Public
School lands formerly belonging to said town
Of Rangeley and bounded and described as
follows, to w it; Beginning at a tree standing
one hundred and sixty (160) rods North five
degrees (50) East of the Southeast corner of
the Public School Lots taken off of the South
p a itor land numbered twenty-two (22) ac
cording to Lemuel Perham’s Survey of a part
o f said town in die fal] of the year 1822 and
spring of 1823, running thence one hundred
(100) rods West five degrees (5 ®) North; thence
South to the Southwest corner of land called
the Lemuel Quimby lot; thence West about
thirty (30) rods to the Bog Brook so called;
thence northerly up said Bog Br ,ok to the
Northwest corner of the same lot of land, and
ontinuing on the West line of the Public
School lot to the Northwest corner o f the re
served Public School lot; thence East five
degrees (5 =) South to the East side of Quimby
Pond, near die D. VV. J. Quimby’s premises;
thence Southerly on the E ast‘ side of said
>ond to the outlet of said pond, which runs
Easterly and on which formerly stood the J.
H. Ellis*mill; thence Easterly on said stream
or outlet, to the East line of said Public Lot;
thence South five degrees (5 C) West to the
first mentioned bounds, and containing one
hundred and fifty (150) acres more or less,
and being ail and the same premises
conveyed to Margaret F. Hano by Daniel L.
Badger and others by th-ir warranty deed
dated September 20tli, A. D. 1893, and recorded
in the Franklin County Registry of Deeds,
Book 128, Page 119.
Also one other piece or parcel of land
situate in said Rangeley, and described as
follows, to w it: Being the Southwest quarter
o f lot numbered thirteen (13) and the South
east quarter of lot numbered fourteen (14)
according to the plan of said town, being the
same land conveyed to Joseph Ellis by Fili
gree Toothaker & Coe, in 1862, containing in
all, two hundred acres more or less, except
ing and reserving the right o f flowage: also
reserving and excepting herefrom all and the
same as convoyed by Abram Ross by liis deed
of warranty to James E. Scott, said deed
dated September 15, 1894, and recorded in
Franklin County Registry of Deeds Septem
ber 27,1894, recorded in Book 130, pages 124
and 125. being all and the same premises oonCo

u n ty of

F

r a n k l in

Registry of Deeds, Book 130, Page 4,9.
Also a certain lot or parcel o f land situated
in Rangeley aforesaid, bounded and de
scribed as ‘follow s: Commencing on Main
Street, so called, at the Southwesterly corner
of land owned by Mrs. George W. Heath, and
running Northerly on the AVesterly line of
said Heath’s land to the Northwesterly cor
ner of said land, being about twenty-five (25)
rods; thence Easterly on the Southerly line ot
said Heath’s land to the Southeasterly cor
ner of said land, being eight (8) rods; thence
Southerly parallel with first mentioned line
to Main Street about twenty-seven (27) rods;
thence Westerly along the Northerly line 0 1
said Main Street eight (8) rods to the point of
beginning, containing one and one-quarter
acres more or less.
Also a certain piece or parcel of land situ
ated in said Rangeley, bounded and de
scribed as follows, to w it: Commencing at a
certain stake marked [ on the shores o f
Quimby Pond, so called, at the Northwest
corner of land owned by D. W . Quimby, run ning East six (6) degrees South five hundred
and seventy-three (573) feet to a cedar stake;
thence South seven and one-half degrees
West three hundred and eighty (380) feet to a
stake and stone; thence North eighty-eiglit
(88) degrees West four hundred and seven
(407) feet to a cedar stake marked [ on the
shore of said Pond; thence Northerly on
shore of said Pond to point of beginning.
Supposed to contain four (4) acres, the same
more or less. Being all and the same prem
ises deeded to Margaret F. Hano by Joseph
W. Sanders, by his deed dated July 26, 1892,
and recorded m the Franklin County Regis
try of Deeds, in Book 127, Page 227-228.
Also a certain other piece or parcel of land
situated in said Rangeley and bounded and
described as follow s: Commencing on the
shore of Quimby Pond, so called, at the
Northwest corner o f land owned and occu
pied by Margaret F. Hano and known as the
camp lot and running Easterly fourteen (14)
rods to the town road; thence on line of said
road forty-two (42) rods to a maple tree;
thence Westerly twenty-five (25) rods to
shore of said Pond; thence on shore of said
Pond forty-two (42) rods to first mentioned
bounds, containing five acres, nineteen
square rods the same more or less. Being all
and the same premises deeded to Margaret
F. Hano by John D. W. Quimby by liis war
ranty deed dated February 1, 1897, and re
corded in the Franklin County Registry o f
Deeds in Book 136, Page 46.
Geo . M. Es t y , Deputy Sheriff.

M A IN E

8
TA LK OF NORTH FKANKLIN.

AMONG THE CHURCHES.

— Gov. Hill has appointed, Thursday,
N ov. 28, as Thanksgiving day.
—Rev. F. A. Noble, D. D., preached
in Boston Sunday for Dr. Dickerson.
—Mrs. Bertha Ross of Rangeley visit
ed her father C. F. Ross the last of the
week.
— Alyce Badger of Chicago is visiting
at Mr. Elisha Lander’ s and other friends
in town
—Brook trout were seen in consider
able numbers far up Harper brook, No.
0, on the 4th inst.
—Mrs. Marshall Grover drove to Rumford Falls last week to visit her mother,
Mrs. John Porter.
—A. W. Davenport, with D. F. and
W. S. Hodges, has been running lines in
No. 6, for H. P. Dill.
—Mr. W. J. Ryan of Portland was in
Phillips the last of the week selling the
Old Farmers’ almanac.
—Mr. Joseph Sweetser of Rangeley
was in Phillips last week to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Chas. Sweetser.
—Mr. and Mrs. George Wheeler of
Farmington visited friends in town
Thursday and Friday of last week.
—Natalie Smith, the six-years-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Watson
8 mith of St. Paul, is ill with scarlet
fever.
—The Congregationlist society had no
preaching service in the forenoon and
evening. They expect to secure a pas
tor soon.
—The forthcoming bulletin of the
State Board ot Agriculture will be
largely devoted to agricultural educa
tion; it will not appear prior to Nov. 16.
—Mr. Philip Prescott of Roxbury,
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Prescott, formerly of Phillips, won the
Demorest medal in a recent contest
there. There were eight contestants.
—W. D. Grant of Rangeley was in
Phillips a few days ago and purchased a
pair of horses of B. B. Harvey of Strong.
The horses weigh 1600 and 1606 pounds
each. Mr. Grant will work them in the
woods this winter.
—At a meeting of the trustees of the
Phillips Savings bank held recently at
the banking rooms, F. H. Wilbur was
chosen trustee and G. A. French, presi
dent of the bank in place of Col. E. M.
Robinson, deceased.
—The proposition to build a summer
hotel at the base of Mt. Blue, which was
mentioned a short time ago in M a in e
W oods lias not been abandoned by any
means. The business* men of the town
are all very much interested in the idea
and they all realize that a hotel at that
point, managed right would pay well.
- Sumner Perry of West Phillips has
a new variety of beaus; from two quarts
o f these planted last spring he has
raised thirty-eight quarts. These beaus
seem to be as well adapted to this local
ity as the well-known yellow eyes, and
the amount raised indicates an amount
per acre, if the above rate held good,
almost beyond belief.
—The new organ, which was on trial
at the Union church Nov. 3, has been
purchased by the societies. It is a fine
instrument made by Mason & Hamlin.
An excellent action in heavy case has
been secured Rev. J. B. Ranger, Miss
Lura DennisoD and H<m N. P. Noble
constituted the committee. Tbe large
audienci that heard it were much
pleased with it.
—Mrs. E, D. Prescott has sung and D.
F. Hodges has copied from her voice
and has arranged the music of a quaint
old Masonic song -old when Mrs. Pres
cott was a girl. The weird old Aeolian
key is not much more strange than the
words of which we give the first stanza:

Social Unity In the Kingdom o f

■
“ Come all ye divine who fain would know
"Where Masonry first begun.
It was down in' the garden of Paradise,
From Adam it first sprung.
It was down in the garden of Paradise—
There you may plainly se *
By the green-spriged which Adam wore
W as a token ol Masonry.”

—The gray horse, “ Silas,” which has
been in Mr. W. A. Cragin’s family for
ten or twelve years past, was killed a
short time ago, having grown so old as
4o make it necessary to put him away.
““ Silas” will be remembered by some of
our readers as one of a span of the
lianisomest and liveliest grays that was
ever owned in Phillips. They were a
part of the Elmwood livery stable for
years and hitched double they were an
armful for any man, however skilled he
might be as a driver.
When driven
single “ Silas” was as gentle as a lamb
and Miss Christine Cragin and all of the
younger members of the family have
always been able to handle him just as
they pleased.

Scrofula
THE OFFSPRING
OF HEREDITARY
BLOOD TAINT.
Scrofula i3 but a modified form of Blcx
Poison and Consumption. The pare
who is tainted by either will see in tl
child the same disease
manifesting i t s e l f in
the form of swollen
glands of the neck and
throat, catarrh, weak
eyes, offensive s o r e s
end abscesses and of
tentimes white swell
in g — *ure s i g n s of i
Scrofula. There m ay1
Eneno external signs for J ' W w- _
a lon g time, for the disease develops slot
an some cases, but the poison is in
blood and will break out at tbe first fav
able opportunity. S. S. S. cures this wi
fittg, destructive disease by first purify:
And building up the blood and stimulati
and invigorating the whole system.
- J'

tx5 Public Square, Nashville,Tei
ago tny daughter fell and
F Tot* ^ is wound the glands
theside of her face became swollen and burst
Some.of the best doctors here and elsewh
ffimroded her without any benefit. We decii
to try S. &. 8., and a few bottles cured her

Ifcrely.”

dgSfe Af&k

makes new and pi
blood to nourish a
strengthen the boc
bfcjH and
a positive a
M m r safe cure tor Scrofu
It overcomes all forms of blood poist
whether inherited or acquired, and
remedy so thoroughly and effectivt
cleanses the blood.
If you have a
blood trouble, or your child has inheril
some blood taint, take 8 . S. 8 . and j
the blood in good condition and previ
the disease doing further damage.
Send for our free book and write <
physicians about your case. W e make
Charge whatever for medical advice,
^

TBF SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATIANTA, TA.

God.
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A Short History o f Phillips.
The booh on which Rev. J. E. Clancy has
been working is to be completed by J. W.
Brackett, editor of the Main e W oods. He
lias taken up the work and every eifort is
being made to gather facts that will be re
liable, interesting and valuable.
It has been the plan to have half-tone cuts
of the prominent business men of the town
with as many as possible of the old ami fo r
mer residents, thus presenting a valuable co l
lection of pictures.
There is at hand subject matter for the
following chapters:
Introduction, by Rev. A. S. Ladd.
Pioneers of Phillips, by D. F. Hodges.
Pliiliips In the Civil War, by Judge Morrison.
It is proposed to make this book purely
historical and it w ill contain chapters by
writers who will make it interesting to all.
To all the absent sons and daughters who
once called Phillips their home and who now
represent Phillips in nearly every state in
the Union is extended an invitation to send
to the Ma in e W oods office, facts and data
concerning their lives here and since leaving
Phillips. Thus will be saved and put into
permanent form much valuable historical
data that otherwise would be buried with
the aged veterans of the town, who are now
fast joining the great majority.
Jud^e Morrison, in his chapter on Phillips
During the Civil War, gives a reoo d of every
Phillips soldier, his rank, company and reg
iment and whether still alive or not. Those
who keep the pages for future reference can
make a cross a gainst any name as its owner
passes on 1 0 join iris comrades beyond the
river, and thus a correct record can be kept
of the surviving Phillips soldiers of the Civil
War.
D F. Hodges lias arranged his chapter on
The Pioneers of Phillips so that the old fam 
ilies of the town and their history will com e
in alphabetical order as under it there are:
Peter Ad ey, Chas. Austin, Samuel Aspenwail, Samuel Blake, hr. J. L. Blake, Seth
Bill ngion, Nathan Beedy, James Brackett,
William Calden, Daniel Carr, Benjamin Cal
den, Thomas Calden, Seward Di 1, Orrison
Dill, John Dili. Joseph Dow, Frederic Ham
mond Eveleth, Root. E. Fairbanks, Capt.
Getcliell, Abraham Harden, Uriah Howard,
Dea. Jesse Hardy, Simon Hoyt, Capt. Joel
Judkins, Ezra Kempton, Daniel Marrow,
James Morrison, Thomas Quimby, Aquiiia
Robbins, Caleb Sprague, Moses Sherburne,
William Smith, Dea. John Smith, Maj. John
Sylvester, James Tuck, Dea. Francis Tufts,
Rev. Thomas Wilbur, Ethan Wilbur, B enja
min Wilbur, Capt. Joel Whitney, Chas. W il
son, Samuei "Wheeler, Chick & Tracy, James
Humphrey, James Thompson.
Financially ttiis cannot be made a success
without help by the people who are interest
ed to have trie work appear. There are two
ways of helping out the book. 1 st, by having
your cut on its pages; 2 nd, uy ordering a
co, v. The expense of making and publish
ing "lie half-tone c.'ts wilt be $6.00 and $ 1 0 .0 0 ,
according to the size ot llie cuts. The cuts
will be sent to the owner alter being used.
It is proposed to make this an edition o f 3 0
copies and orders for the book must be re
ceived before work on the printing begi is.
To be sure of a copy you should order early.
i’liere will be two bindings. A durable pa
per binding for 50 cents and a good cloth
umdlng for $1.00. Each sill scriber Will be
notified when the book is published. Up to
tlie present time the following orders nave
been received:
CLOTH BINDING.
2 copies
F. N Beal,
1
“
O. F. Fi dd,
1
“
H. B. Austin,
1
N P. Noble,
I
“
S. G Haley,
2
“
H. F. Beedv,
1
•“
H. AY. True,
1
“
L. A. l’ratt,
1
G B. Sedgeley,
! 1
“
C E. Parker,
1
“
T. M. Parker,
1
“
H. H. Field.
1
“
rs. Jane Noble,
1
“
E. ri Shepard,
1
“
J. $. Maxcey, Gardiner,
1
“
A. W. McLeary,
C. W. Wells, California,
1
“
25
“
Sandy Riv<-r Raiiroad < 0 .,
T. A. JosseL 1 1 . Ponland,
1
Mrs. Albert VVoriliity, Arkansas
City,
1
“
Mrs. C A. Walker, Chicago,
1
“
J. W. Church, Hailoweii,
1
N. C. Brackett, West Virginia,
1
“
Mrs. S. R. Jones,
3
“
S. C. Robbins, Minnesota,
1 *■
1
Eva Beedy, Somerville,
E. E. B. Sawyer, Camp Point, III..
1
Mrs. Daniel Souie,
1
C. H. McKenzie, Rumford Fails,
1
J. M. Keene, Hope, North Dakota,
1
PAPER BINDING.
E. M. Greenwood,
1
“
AValter Too haker,
1
Mrs. Grover,
1 “
Annie Timberlake,
1
Leland Ross,
1 “
VV. L D ggett, Strong,
1
Isaac Sm i'h. Norridgew ick,
1
rs Toothakei,
1
“
M. W. Harden,
1
G. I). Austin, California,
1
SyfSil Sargent, Big Springs, Wis.,
1

At the Methodist church, the pastor,
Rev. J. E. Clancy, preached upon
“ Social Unity In the Kingdom of God,”
from the text, “ Where there is neither
Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncir
cumcision, Barbarian, Scythiau, bond
nor free: but Christ is all, and in all,”
Col. iii, 11.
When Jesus entered upon his minis
try, be found a condition of social
chaos. Society was divided. The lines
of demarcation were plainly visible,
made so by tbe spirit of antagonism
manifested. Tbe Jews bad no dealings
with the Samaritans. This feeling ex
tended to the Romans, Syrians and the
Gentiles. The social arrogancy of the
Jews was heartily reciprocated in the
same degree and quality by the Gentile
world. When the disciples found Jesus
in conversation
with a Samaritan
woman, they at least thought it impoli
tic. Jesus eating with publicans and
sinners committed a mortal offence
againft the existing social customs.
“ Why eateth your master with publi
cans and sinners?” was the question
asked the disciples of Jesus. Jesus
overhearing the question replied, “ I am
not come to call the righteous but sin
ners to repenfauce.” Matthew, who
has given us an interesting account of
tbe ministry and life of Jesus, was a so
cial outcast. Jewish society was rent
into pieces. The priests,
Pharisees,
scribes were classes that held no social
intercourse with tbe common people.
The reply of the Pharisees to the men
who returned from a futile attempt to
arrest Jesus was indicative of the
chaotic state of Jewish society. “ This
people,” they said, “ who knoweth not
the law are cursed.”
The vital question is, how did Jesus
meet these social problems? Evasion
was unlikely and impossible. The new
world power centered in Christ would
grapple with social problems in his day
and in every age. A kingdom was to be
founded. The very nature of that king
dom would necessitate the recognition
of the social phase of human life. The
social teaching and social intercourse of
Jesus clearly defined his high ideal of
human society. The society of the new
kingdom would not be armed camps,
but a social, peaceful family. Boasted
superiority of one race or one class over
another would have no recognition in
the new kingdom. Jesus was a social
iconoclast. He came to turn over and to
build anew. He disregarded unjust so
cial customs. He condemned the bitter
class spirit. He made a social outcast a
disciple, and he entered, as a guest the
home of another ostracised individual.
It was the beginning of a great change
that would be felt iu the ages to come.
Hindoos, Parsees and Mohammedans,
who are now bitter social and religious
partisans, will through the leveling and
cohesive powex- of the gospel be coa
lesced.
The early Christian churjh struggled
with the great impending transforma
tion. The day of Pentecost Peter’ s
trance and the sequence, Philip’ s evan
gelistic work in Samaria, the conversion
of Saul were events contributing to
Christian social cosmos.
Social unity in the kingdom of God is
based upon two important principles;
the integrity of character, neighborli
ness and the fatherhood of God.
The
pure in heart and the impure life have
nothing in common. There is no cohe
sive power that can bring such elements
together. Purity loathes impurity. The
latter is uneasy in the presence of the
former. “ Christ has no concord with
Belial,” neither darkness with light.
We readily see the force of Peter’s
words, “ He that feareth him and worketh righteousness is accepted with
God.” Integrity of character is nor
always the motive that leads people to
become socially atta bed.
There are
many palpable instances where this has
not entered into the decision.
There
are motives which operate, that are not
entirely laudable. There is a certain
circle of society which is reckoned hightoned that is opened to any who are
well dressed, live in well furnished
houses, have large bank accounts and
are apt story tellers. The moral status
may be the least consideration.
Integ
rity of character should be the para
mount motive in the selection of social
companions.
Babies and children need zI
The social element of the kingdom of
God has a present value. The church z
|
proper
food, rarely ever medi- |
should be a social body. The very best
in tbe Christian life should be brought j cine.
If they do not thrive |
into the social life of the church and
the community.
In this matter the 1 on their food something is |
church has been too remiss.
People
They need a little |
need social recreation, social enjoyment j wrong.
that will not weary and sap their vital
J
help
to
get
their digestive j
ity but will re-create their lives. The
church in a great measure has failed to f machinery working properly, f
do this work. Hence secret societies
have sprung up like mushrooms. They
are principally fraternal, they can never
bring society into a common brother
hood, they are select, and their frater
nal obligations reach only to their own
membership. Iu their social gatherings
you find good cheer, neighborliness and
COD L IV E R O IL
tbe expression of pure lofty sentiment.
W/Tff HYPOPHOSPH/TES ofUME <SSODA
Spirituality and socialibility will coal
esce without harm if mixed in the right 1------------------------------------------------- -- —
proportion. Little social amenities are
not to be forgotton in the church’ s en- 1 will generally correct this
tercourse with the world, the church
f difficulty.
that is spiritual will atso be social.
z
The fatherhood of God, as taught by
If you will put from oneJesus, is the great world-tie
It will j
bring us into one family. Geographical f fourth to half a teaspoonful 1
lines, national lines and the color line
i
will be swept away in the social life of I in baby’s bottle three or four z
the kingdom of God.
A minister was
once in Lisbon and having no command 1 times a day you will soon see
of the Portugese language he began to j a marked improvement, For
distribute some copies of the gospel in
that language. A man came across the 1 larger children, from half to
street and greteed the minister, speaking
in Portugese, the minister could not un I a teaspoonful, according to
derstand so the man opened a hymn
age, dissolved in their milk,
book and pointed to the name Jesus
which was a name both could read. j if you so desire, will very
They both looked at the word, looked in
each other’s eyes and reached out and | soon show its great nourishshook hands.
They started down
f
If the mother’s s
towards the wharf rejoicing and singing, f ing power.

H e lp ,..

Nature

1

I

l

“ Shall we meet beyond the river
Where bright angels feet have trod?”

These men were strangers a moment
ago, now they are friends. Jesus was
the centripetal power that united thorn.
Moses was a Jew, Julius Caesar a Ro
man, Pericles was a Greek, Napoleon a
Frenchman, Cromwell an Englishman
and Lincoln an American, but in the
kingdom of God “ there in neither
Greek nor Jew, circumcision or uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond or
free, but Christ is all and in all.

} milk does not nourish the
I baby, she needs the emul| sion. It will show an effect
[ at once both upon mother
t and child.
50c. and $1 .0 0 , * 1 1 druggists.
X
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
L
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D RU G S A N D MEDICINES.

D R U G S A N D M ED ICIN ES.

MUNYOH’S

DYSPEPSIA
CURE
When Prof. Munyon *ay» hto Dyspepsia Car*
will cure indigestion and all forms of stomach
trouble he simply tells the truth. It will cure a
stomach that has been abused by over-eating and
over-drinking. It will cure a stomach that has
been weakened by old-style drugs. It will do much
toward making an old stomach act like a sound one.
At all druggists, 3 5 cents. Fifty six other cure*
Munyon, New York and Philadelphia.
MCNTOS’ S INHALES CURBS CATARRH.
Mrs. M. E. Whitney, Brunswick,
Mrs. H. (I. J. Croswell, Roxbury,
Mass.,
A.W . Bean,
Nathaniel Toothaker,
J. C. Tarbox. Monticello, Minn.,
Nettie Naylor, Marlboro,
Eiet -her Pope,
F. F. Simonton,
Frank A1wood,
Ansel Dill,
Silas Bailey, Des Moines,
Dora D. Miller, Minnesota,
A. W. Wilson, Illinois,
W C. Huntoon, Kansas,
Maj. Dill, Soquel, Cal.,
A. S. Ladd,
Mrs. Lucy Sikes, Three Rivers,
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PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.
Improvements All Along the
Line o f the Hoad.
During tbe summer and fall months
just past the Phillips & Rangeley rail
road has kept a work train along the
line of its track every day, improving
and repairing the roadway.
A great
many train loads of gravel have been
put on and the track has been raised in
many places from eight to ten inches.
One of the most important changes
was made at the Madrid station.
The
long trestle at this point has been taken
out and a fill made, which furnishes a
permanent and safe roadbed.
The culvert timbers along the road
have all been replaced with new work
and before the work is discontinued
General Manager Pope expects to have
all of the truss bridges on the line re
placed by new girder bridges excepting
the one across Sandy river at Phillips
village. In facn at thus writing they
have al) been changed but one.

Fine A rt

Toilet Soap, 3 cakes in each box.
Price

io c

per cake, or 25c per box.

I f you like a finely perfumed toilet
soap, nice and smooth, one that will
keep the skin soft and fine, try this.
It is inexpensive and a real luxury—
try it just once—you are sure to like
it, and the price only a dime is not
m u ch .

D on’t forget the name “ Fine A rt,”
and the place to find it is at the
Corner Store.

Corner Store,

No. I Beal Block,

THE STATION AT SALEH.
New Structure Being Erected to
Take Place o f One Burned.
The Franklin & Megantic Railroad com
pany have in the process o f construction a
fin- new station building for Salem to take
the place o f the one destroyed by fire about
two years aco It is on the opposite side of
the track from where the old one stood, be
ing now on the side next the village o f
Salem. Since the fire, the old freight house
has been used for a station, and the people
are glad to see this fine new building taking
its place.
The new building is on the same plan as
the two already built by the Sandy River
road at Strong and Phillips, and is about tlie
same size A platform extends around the
building, and Is partially sheltered bv an
overhanging projection from the roof. At
the southern end o f the building is the
freight room, then comes the conven’ erit
waiting room, In the corner of which is the
ticket office. From this there projects a bay
window, which enables the agent to take a
look both ways o f the track.
Tne rooms are to be finished In North Caro
lina pine, natural color. Smith of Gardiner
is the builder. He is also building the round
house, now in process of completion at Kingfield. It is expected that the station w ill be
ready for occupancy sometime the last o f the
month. It is a beautiful little station, and
will add much to the pleasure of a ride along
this road, as w ell as being a great conven
ience to the patrons in this vicinity.

Main Street,

Phillips. Maine,

W. A. D. CRAGIN

Solo—Magnolia Queen,
Mrs. Henry Collins
Mrs. George Haines is od th e sick
Instrumental duet,
Olen Rowe and Mrs. M. B. Skolfield list.
Solo,
Prudence Richardson
Nate Albee has bought a lot of Alexis
Vocal duet, with guitar accompaniment,
Mrs. Henry Collins and Mrs. Carrie Curtis Blodgett which lies back of the former's
house on Main street.
Solo—When My Ship Comes In, with
piano and violin accompaniment,
Ilda Huntoon was at Bald Mountain
Mrs. W. D. Grant
Solo,
Rev. R. S. W. Roberts Camps with her mother all of last week.

The evening closed with a grand
Superintendent of t e Sunday school,
march. Mrs. Skolfield has a new Hunt Olen Rowe, has a glass globe on the
ington piano which she recently
pur desk in the class room. As often as
chased of F. E. Tainter of Lewiston. ! each scholar has a birthday, they are in
The host and hostess received quite a vited to put in the globe as many pen
LUMBER ON DEAD RIVEK.
number of appropriate presents.
nies as they are years old.
There was a baked bean supper at the
Estimate o f the Amounts to Be Grange hall on the evening of the 9th.
To the Public.
Uut by Different Companies.
Lester Thompson is caring for George
Allow me to say a few words in praise
Dow during the* nights. Mrs. A.
J.
[S p e c ia l C o r r e s p o n d e n c e to the M A I N E W O O D S .1
of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. I
Haley is his day nurse.
F l a g s t a f f . N o v . 9, 1901.
had a very severe cough and cold and
Lumbermen in the noithern part o f Somer
Herbert Huntoon and wife have been feared l would get pneumonia, but after
set county have nearly all commenced opera to Phillips on a visit.
taking the second dose of this medicine
tions for the winter. It is thought that the
Miss Georgie Esty is quite ill
with I felt better, three bottles of it cured my
cut this season w ill be about the same as last jaundice.
cold and the pains in my chest disap
year. Wages are higher than for ten years
peared entirely. I am most respectfully
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Nickerson
have
a
and laborers are scarce. All kinds o f woods
yours for health, R a l p h S. M e y e r s , 64daughter,
born
last
week.
supplies are very high at the present time,
Miss Bertha Giles underwent an oper Thirty-seventh St., Wheeling, W. Va.
and these conditions, should they continue
ation
for appendicitis last week. Dr. For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips;
may bring about a smaller cut o f logs than
Palmer
of Farmington and Dr. Peabody E. H. Whitney, Rangeley, C. E. Dyer,
had been originally intended. The estimated
of
Rangeley
were the physicians. Rev. Strong, and L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
cut on Dead River is as fo llo w s : The Berlin
Mr.
Roberts,
who has been a medical
Mills company, on Chain of Ponds, from five
to eight million fe e t; Lawrence, Newliall & student, was present to administer the
Iron and Steel.
Page, on Alder stream, about six million feet; ether. The operation is reported suc
I have the best line of blacksmiths’ and
Viles & Goodwin, on J.‘m pond, about one cessful and the patient doing well.
carriage makers’ supplies ever kept in
million feet; the Franklin & Somerset Laud
Have secured an experienced
Mrs. Lena Horn of Phillips is doing Rangeley.
and Lumber company, on Langtown, about
blacksmith and am prepared to do all kinds
two m ill’ on feet; the Stratton Manufacturing housework for Mrs. George Dow during of blacksmith and carriage work.
company, on Eus'is, about one million feet; her husband’ s severe illness.
A . E. BLODGETT,
Rangeley M e.
Lawrence Brothers, on Stratton Brook, about
one million fe e t; the Nubble Lumber com 
Granville Twombly returned from
Telephone Connection
pany, on Dead River, two million feet; B. F Rumford, Thursday, and will be in town
Salford, on Bigelow, one half million feet;
Viles & Goodwin, on Carry pond, one million during the winter.
feet; J. C. Viles, on Black Brook, one million
Anson Hoar is head carpenter for L.
feet; Albion Savage, on Kibby, for the Frank
lin Land and Lumber company and Hollings E. Bowley on his work, which will oc
worth & Whitney, three million feet; Clark, cupy the most of the winter.
An
im
Moore & Wilbur, on Kibby, two million feet;
Abram Newton on Spencer Stream and the mense amount of gravel and one of the
Pray tract, three million feet; F. E. Brad- pine trees have been removed to make
street,, on Pierce Pond, about two million room for tbe new building, which will
feet; Henry McKinney, on Enchanted, for
stories
high.
I have a first-class candy
Lawrence Brothers, three million feet. There be 40x82 feet and three
will also be several other small operations, During the summer Anson has built the
m aker a t Rangeley, who
adding perhaps five m 'llion feet to the four dwelling houses for Furbish
and
aboi e.
will m a k e candies Iresb
Butler, also a house for Arthur Rowe,
besides finishing two other of the new
every d ay. He will do
ones built on Allen street.
THE RANGELEY NEWS.
the
work in the front
John J. Wilbur has lost his hound by
shop. Both here a "d at
a disease similar to that from
which
Real Estate Deals, Accidents and quite a number other dogs in the neigh
F arm in g to n I shall have
borhood have died this fall.
Socials.
a
large line o f
The fourth bimonthly entertainment
[S p e c ia l C o r re s p o n d e n c e to th e M a in e W o o d s .]
of
the
Rangeley
Entertainment
society,
R a n g e l e y , M e ., N ov . 12, 1901.
which occurs next Friday evening at
F. H. Wilbur of Phillips has bought Furbish hall will be well worth attend
the post dffioe building of E. I. Herrick. ing. The program is an interesting one
W. S. Lovejoy moved Friday from the and consists of selections and tableaux
H A R L O W ,
rent of J. E. Haley’s to the one recently from Hiawatha, an exercise entitled,
“ Children of Storyland,” music, recita
R
a
n
g
e l e y and Fa rm in g to n .
vacated by J. A. Russell.
tions and a dairy maids’ drill by sixteen
The fall term of school closed on the young ladies, which will be the chief at
traction.
7th for a vacation of two weeks.
Wilmot Patterson had the misfortune
Edgar Berry of Lewiston is visiting in
to break his leg Tuesday morning while
town.
Wholesale and Retail.
assisting to shoe a horse that he lately
Mrs. Guard Hinkley has been very ill, became the owner of. The fracture is
Large Stock of confectionery at Boston
but is now improving.
Dr. Hilton of of one bone below the knee.
prices. Large stock of,fruit, at low prices. All
kinds of new nuts just received. Fresh clams
Phillips attended her.
Riley Hinkley has gone to Lewiston or oysters by the pint or quart every day.
Oyster
crackers, oyster stew, clam chowder,
to
attend
the
meeting
of
the
state
Lyman Huntoon has been putting two
liam and eggs, ham sandwiches, baked beans,
gable windows on his house and finish grange.
sardines, boiled live lobsters. We serve meals
Corneil Ellis has moved into one of at all hours. The best 5 and 10 ct. cigars in
ing rooms inside.
Tea and coffee, macaroni.
Prof. Munyon’s rents in the little build town.
Big stock just received of common and
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Skolfield gave a ing back of the drug store.
fancy crackers for tea.
reception on Wednesday at their new
Geo. Wing lias bought of Aaron Soule
home on Allen street. About sixty the lot at the corner of Main and Pleas
guests were present. The program was ant streets and will build a store there
RANGELEY, MAINE.
in the spring.
as follows:

Cater to Your
Sweet Tooth.

Christmas Candies.

F. L. MARCHETTI,

F. L. M A R C H E T TI,

